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Full-sized rapiers combined with dagger and net make for an interesting combination 
for Jenny Palmer & Ryan Gilotti in the 1991 Human Chess Match at the Pennsylvania 
Renaissance Faire. Fight direction by Greg Ramsey, photo by J. Roeckel. 
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~he Spring/Summer 2000 issue of The Fight Master is a compilation of 
~-f often by-passed subjects due to the traditionally themed issues. The 
V reader will see how important it is to diversify skills to acquire the edge 
in the industry. Contributing writers have looked at everything from 
lightsabers, mounted swordplay, whip work, mass battles to the skills needed to 
successfully enter the action entertainment indusu-y. 
Contributors look at the use of the longsword and the heavy Italian rapier, 
historically. Since this issue deals with so many practical aspects, not to be 
outdone, Donald McBane, the most famous practical swordsman of all time, 
emerges, not that the editorial staff is encouraging the same sort of diversity for 
today's swordsman. 
The Fall/Winter issue is leaning towards a discussion of the martial arts. 
The Fight 1\1aster accepts articles at anytime on subject matter that can be 
related to staged combat. Articles may be of an historical nature, concerned 
with period movement, costuming and manners, actual hands-on applications 
of techniques, business and safety issues, and reviews or interpretations of plays 
involving staged combat. Articles intended for specific editions must be sub-
mitted by June 1 for. the Fall/Winter issue and November 1 for the 
Spring/Summer issue. 
Feinting the pen briskly, 
.. ._,Linda Carlyle McCollu;11 
Editor Linda McCollum travels the world seeking further knowledge of the combal arts, such as when she 
attended the opening ceremonies at the 1998 International Academv of Arm~ Congress in \lichy France. 
Photo by Lindo McCollum. 
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Thc Spciety of American F~ght Directors _is a not for p~ofit. organization deJicated r_o 
· promoting safety and fo~tet111,g excellence 1n the art of d1rect1t1g staged combatltheatn-
cal violence, The SA.FD 'is committed to providing the highest level of service to the 
field through initiating and maintaining guidelines for standards and quality, providing 
education an<l training, promoting sch0larly research and encouraging communication 
and collaboration throughout the entertainment industry. 
The SAFD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Fight Master, Fight 
Director, Certified Teacher, Actor/Combatant and Friend. SAFD members have staged 
or acted in countless numbers of fight scenes for live theatre, film an<l television. 
Through its training programs across the United States, the SAfD has schooled thou-
sands of individuals in the necessary skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective 
stage combat . 
Visit the blazing SAFD Website 
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Call the SAFD Hot Line 
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~he Fight Master is currently seeking active photos portraying martial 
,-T art~, kabuki, ninja.s, and classical fencing for upco:11ing ~ssues. Black & ~ white and color prmts (no smaller than 5x7) and slides will be accepted. 
All photos should include performers' names and roles if fewer than five are pic-
tured, photographer, play, playwright, fight director, theatre company and year 
of performance. Photos should also include return address. Without this infor-
mation, pictures cannot be used. 8.x:10 prints or color slides with strong vertical 
orientations are also desired for covers; these should be shot as dose up as pos-
sible (full bodies need not be visible). Photos from digital cameras do not 
reproduce well enough to print. 
The deadline for graphic material in the Fall/Winter iss1;1e,is August 15, for the 
Spring/Summer 2001 issue it is February 15. Future submissions are accepted 
at any time. Send all prints sandwiched between two pieces of cardboard in an 
envelope deady labeled, "Photos-Do Not Bend" to 
Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer 
2917 Isabella Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27603 
If there are any c1ucstions, please feel free to call (919) 835-3557 or email 
JARJones@aol.com. 
Again, exciting photos are encouraged from all levels of the SAFD membership. 
~Jeff A.R. Jones 
Workshop 
Coordinators 
and Advertisers 
As of the Spring/Summer 2000 
issi1e, The Fig-ht Master will 
only advertise workshops that 
have officially been sa11ctioned 
as SAFD workshops as detailed 
in the Policies & Procedures. 
Please note that the SAFD no 
longer receives any percentage 
of a workshop's income. Work-
shops are entitled to a free 1/4 
page ad in The Fight Master; 
larger ads may be· purchased at 
a discount rate; Ads can also be 
designed by the graphic designer 
for a slight fee. 
CONTRIBUTORS 
John Robert Beardsley is an international director and 
l'ight Ma.1.er for the SAfD, based il1 ReM, Nevada. 
Rcarcl,ley may be reached :11: iniljr@aol.com. 
lllichacl Chin is a Fight Di1ccto1 JS well as professional actm 
living in NYC. Tn 1998 he assumed the job as N~CW 
Coordinator atter having served as the Assistnnt Coordina-
tor for the past i-hrec yea1-,. l-J___, also coordinatc\i the NY 
. Regional Workshop, is on faculty at Pace Vniversitv in 
M~liattrui ,md 1.eaclie.s stuge combat at B,rooklyn C'-<>liege. 
Hefrnmdecl Fig1Hs4v irh three 01her:; \FD Pight Directors. 
;\lex Dilts, a tclired cho1cog1aphcr, has bem colL1bo-
mting with Derek \Vare on a stttrly of swordplov in 
theatre a11d dance. 
Malcolm Fare lives in London and is editor of the 
llritish fencing magazine, The Sword. 
Mark Gillespie former history professor and e,1uestrian 
coach ,lt "\}·,?est Point) has c1ptai11ed A.merican polo Ll'.ams 
playing in international competitions. Mark now J'esides 
in Virginia where he occasionally organizes international 
rnountcd s:1bre competitions ,u1d consults 011 militarr 
movie scripts. He can be reached at Gillcspic2@aol.com, 
Jeff A. R. Jones, art clirector Fot The Fiy/,t /lftster, is a 
Certified 1eachei· and Fight Directot with the SAFD. 
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S'cot Mann, a Certi"ied 'Teacher and Fir-ht Director in 
the SAFD, is the execnr:ive director of th~ Atlanta Stage 
Cornhat Srudio, 
lan Rose is a New Yorh. based fight director and the 
fout1der of the figh1 company known as STFEL 
Ted Sharon i, .1 Ccrtilkd Te.tche1 with the ~AFD and 
was a teaching assl.stant at the 1 q99 National Stage 
Combat Works.bops. 
Raymond Smith, Ph.D., has been a fight director and 
lcnci11g teacher .since 1952. Smith has freelanced ,is mil-
itary coordinator for such films as To)' Gull, H11nt fl;r 
Red October, A Few Cpod Men, Coumge Under Fire and 
Cl! jme. I !is dissel'larion on '/he Art of1he Sword in the 
late Middle Ages is availahle throngh 1Jniversitv 
Microf11tns ln.ternational. 
Derek Warci fenci11g coach anJ actor, is a m<:1nbct of 
the British Acadenq of Dramatic CombaL with ovtr 
250 theatre, fllm a11d telovisinn c1dits. 
Jay \Vnrt, has co-a11thorc-d and collaborated on many 
books, including In Search of the Wom1m lffrtrrior and 
Swashbucieiing: The Art of Stage Combat and Theatrical 
Swordplay with SJ\~D T'ight Dir,·cto1 and Cniificrl 
Teacher, Richard Lane, 
r. he new millen-. nium has come, 
and with it 
greater growth and 
change within the 
organization. 
First, the new mil-
· lennium. marks the 
development of a bigger 
and better website 
(www.safd.org). Dedi-
cated committee mem-
bers, spearheaded by the 
talented Al Foote, have 
painstakingly redevel-
oped the SAFD's virtual 
home. The page is updated ancl enhanced on a regular basis so that 
those who visit the website have the opportunity to witness the 
continued growth and development of the SAJ:ID. It is the hope of 
the executive committee that in the near future the website will 
offer spcdal Members Only sections with a large variety of bene-
fits for SAFD dues paying members. 
The new millennium also marks the addition of the 
Intermediate Actor/Combatant Workshop (IACW) to the NSCW. 
Like the Ba.sic Workshop, the lACW will be open to any that apply 
and will offer core classes in knife, single sword, small sword and 
bro:i.dsword and shield. for those who wish to test for the adv:111ccd 
level, the Intermediate Work.shop will also offer renewal classei; in 
unarmed, broadsword and rapier and dagger. AB the new ruling for 
advanced statu.s requires six of the eight du.ciplines, a stud.:nt could 
leave the IAC\'v with his advanced certificate if he meets the test-
ing qualific:i.tions. Both workshops still offer a large variety of addi-
tional training, including the newly added Fighting for Filrn. 
Along with the addition of the Intermediate workshop, it is 
important to note the addition of Fight Master J. Allen .Sud<leth's 
highly acdaimnl Fight Director Workshop to the summer sessions 
of the NSCW: Maestro Suddeth, the Celebration Barn Theatre, 
along with the rest ofexecutive committee are truly excited about 
this change and foe! that with what is already in place at the 
Celt:bration Barn, the involvement of the .Society, will only make a 
great workshop better. 
Not all change, however, is looked for or planned. With the 
addition of new workshops and the restructuring of others, the new 
millennium has also brought change to the SAFD's publications. 
After several years ,serving as editor of The Cutting Edge, DaviJ 
"Pops" Docrsch has had to resign his position. With the addition of 
a new baby at home, he has chosen the role of parent-and who c::m 
blame him? Pid<lng up where David Doetsch left off is Geoffrey 
Kent. Our gratitude goes to both these men, to David Doersch for 
all that he has Jone in the role of editor, and to Geoffrey Kent for 
tal<lng on this difficult task with such ten.icity and detenninalion. 
Change has also taken place in the leadership of the SAFD. 
Last November, due to unforeseen and unexpected life changes, 
SAFD Vice President, Paul Dennhardt had to step down. AB mem-
ber who have met Paul Dennhardt know, this is a decision that did 
not come lightly or easily.' fhc addition to his already busy life of a 
new job and beautiful baby girl made it impossible for him to effec-
tively parent and perform as an officer of the Society. Like David 
Doersch, Paul Dennhardt has chosen to focus on his role as 
father-and like David Doersch, he will be missed. 
SAFD Sccreta.ty, Michael Anderson, now on a road to strong 
recovery from his near fatal accident with a big-rig, has also found 
that the demands of his life do not allow him to dedicate as much 
time and energy to his post as the position demands and has 
resigned his position to better focus on his health and well being. 
Past President Fracher and members of thc Governing Body 
discussed the situation and then asked Chuck Coy!, Fight 
Director, to step in as acting Vice President and Angela Bonacasa, 
Advanced Actor/Combatant, to serve as Secretary. Both accepted 
and have assumed all responsibilities of their new ranks through 
the rest of the terms. 
The new rnillenniwn also brought about change in the 
College of Fight Masters. After long consideration, Fight Master 
Joseph Martinez decided that he no longer had the desire to pursue 
th.: professional aspects of the rank, and wants instead to focus on 
his academic readings and research in the field. Although Joseph 
Martinez will be missed as a Fight Master, the SAFD is ghd that he 
is still an active member of the organization as a Fight Master 
Emeritus and contributor to the art form. 
AB any body grows, change is inevitable. Growth at the rate at 
which the SAFD is growing, is bound to produce some growing 
pains. Therefore, it is not just that the SAFD is changing, but how 
members ase dealing with change that is important. Only by 
acknowledging the past can the SAFD properly embrace the future. 
All those who helped the SAl<'D move from the past into the new 
millennium are duly noted, as are thmewho l1elped bring about the 
changes that make SAFD what it is today. Further, SAFD must 
acknowledge those who are helping the organization move forward 
into the new millennium, The members must strive to be more 
than survivors of Y2K--and be leaders in it. 
Keep Fighting the Good Fight-
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Thrusting weapons are · among the oldest in the human arsc11al. 
Stone-age combatants fought . 
with spears while modern soldiers 
still train with fixed bayonets. During 
this long age of doseMquarter fighting 
with long weapons, cut-and-thrust 
swords competed with poleanns as a 
practical, and sometimes preferred, 
means of personal combat. 
In History 
and on Stage 
some reach over five feet) with a han-
dle at least ten inches long, excluding the 
pommel. (See Fig. 1.) Further, the ricasso 
of mo~t longswords (the first three to six 
inches of steel below the quj/!ons) is either 
blunted or covered with leather to protect 
the hand when the weapon is wielded 
using half-sword technique: polearm 
methods applied to a sword. The lower part 
of many ricassos were sometimes equipped 
with small lateral extensions, or spikes, 
called flukes (or parrying hooks), that served 
As weapons improved and society 
grew more complex, swords became more 
specialized. In the West, ancient blades 
Part I: A New Look at a 
Venerable Weapon 
like the gladius and spatha gave 
wav to medieval crosshilts. 
Although rapiers (and finally 
backswords, baskethilts, sabers, 
and smallswords) finally replaced the 
knightly sword, longer-bladed broadswords 
capable of devastating cuts as well as thrusts 
retained a place of honor through the end of 
the sixteenth century. These latter weapons-
impressive in size yet surprisingly nimble-are 
experiencing a wdl deserved renaissance 
. among theatrical fight directors. 
All longsword choreography begins with the 
old swordmasters--Mener, Liechtenauer, and 
Tall10ffer, to name only a few; howevq·, resources 
do not end with them. Ninetecnth century bayo-
net-fighting manuals represent the last practical 
.expression of longsword technique. In fact, West 
Point instructor, James Kelton, wrote in 1862 that 
bayonet fighting "is simply the theory of the attack 
and defense of the sword applied to the bayonet" and 
that "the musket is essentially a right-handed weapon, 
a two-handed straight sword, and the positions it is 
made to take to protect the person should be similar to 
those that experience has long decided to be the best for 
the sword."1 Writing ten years earlier, :mother prominent 
bayonet theorist, George B. McClellan, acknowledged 
that his system was owed almost entirely to the French 
sword master, Gomard.2 
Additional ideas for handling these remarkable 
weapons come from short-form quarterstaff and polearm 
techniques. When implemented using the principles of 
safe stage-combat, they open a new world of theatrical 
fight possibilities. 
WHA'.f IS A LONGSWORD? 
Although some authorities put any sword designed for two-
handed use (such as the hand-and-a-half) in this catego1y, the 
longsword is defined as a straight-bladed, double-edged, two-
handed European crosshilt whose blade length exceeds thirty-
six inches (most run from thirty-eight to forty-eight inches, but 
mini-qui/Ions to protect the hand as it 
gripped the ricasso. 
These are hefty weapons, 
but true fighting swords 
weighed between three and five 
pounds-a few as much as eight pounds-
but anything heavier was impractical for com-
bat and was usually reserved for ceremonies. 
Curators at the Landeszenghaus Armo1y in 
Graz, Austria, home to one of the world's largest 
collections of two-handers, distinguish between 
these two types, calling true combat longswords 
beidenhander and their heavier, more ornate cere-
monial cousins, schlachtschwerter-a distinction 
reflected in historical records,3 
Finally, befitting the sword's overall size, the 
quillons and pommel of a longsword are larger than 
those found on other crosshilts, including bastard or 
arming swords designed for occasional two-handed 
use. These longer qui/ions (ranging from just under a 
foot to over sixteen inches) and heavier pommels 
(some weighing over a pound) improve the balance 
and aesthetics of the weapon, but, as one will see, they 
make formidable weapons themselves. 
Only the battlefield, training, and dueling versions 
of these weapons will be addressed, not jewel-encru.sted 
ceremonial greatswords; oversized bearing swords (such 
as those with tasseled handles, scrolled quillons, and 
enormous parrying hooks-the codpieces of sword sym-
bology-carried by honor guards in parades) or execu-
tioner's swords wi~h their square or rounded tips. While 
these latter swords are quite impressive and deserve a 
place in museums and on stage (to add visual interest 
and historical accuracy to certain scenes) they were not 
fighting weapons and were handled differently. 
WHY USE LONGSWORDS ON STAGE? 
In melees or duels, virtually any fight that is appropriate for 
single-handed or hand-and-a-half medieval broadswords can 
be staged with true two-handed weapons. Longswords were 
used in rvery era after the eleventh centmy. The real ques-
tions sunounding longswords are not historical, but dramatic 
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and practical. Whv would one or botl1 characters use a 
longsword? Can the stage, not to mention the actor-combat-
ants, handle these larger weapons? Would the surprise and 
delight generated in the audience by these big sword., a<ld to, 
or detract from, the drama or humor of the fight? 
Longswords in Melees: The most obvious place to use 
longswords in theater is battle scenes. Like poleanns, 
longswords lend historical accuracy and varicLy to a rnelee, and 
can help the audience focus on various parts of the fight as the 
story of the battle unfolds. Unlike polearms, though, they arc 
easier to wield safely in a confined space and offer a variety of 
breathtaking combat techniques. 
Longswords as Character Choices: .Some characters cry 
out for ~pecial weapons. In Romeo and Juliet, for example, the 
opening battle hetwee11 the Montagucs and Capulets cm be 
spiced up immensely by arming the 
patriarchs of those clans with more 
archaic weapons, such as longswords, 
which were still used in Shakespeare's day. Literally, these larg-
er weapons make a perfect fi1il for the lighter, fashionable 
rapiers airried by the younger fighters.'1 Certainly, larger-than-
lifc warriors like Siegfried (from Wagner's Ring) or 
Shakespeare's Macbeth look intuitively right with larger 
weapons; and in productions like Camc!nt when a famous 
sword is itself a star, a longsword can complement the entire 
sto1y. For comedic fights, a longsword wielded by a diminutive 
fighter, say, or by a clumsy giant can add visual humor to the 
simplest fight choreography. 
Lougswords and Ceremonies: Even the plainest, functional 
two handers make great bearing swords for ceremonial scenes, 
such as coronations, simply because they wok so regal and impres-
sive. Also, arming supernumeries-palacc guards or idle sol-
diers--with the occasional longsword adds variety to the back-
ground and m.akes even motionless extras look extra menacing. 
GETTING A FEEL FOR LONGSWORD TECHNIQUE 
1o those schooled in traditional broadsword, a genuine 
long.swm-d holds several surprises. First, one will notice that two 
hands arc mandatory, not optional. While a longsword can, in 
certain instances, be used by the right hand only (as in the lance 
thrust, or on horseback, where the long handle was sometimes 
couched under the right arm like a lance), both hands are gen-
erally needed to ensure mobility. Still, this is less a matter of 
weight th,m coordination. Two hands arc ncedcll for longsword, 
because human beings simply fight better ·with both hands. 
Once a few tricks arc mastered, a well-balanced longsword 
makes two-handed swordplay easy and natural. 
1 'he next thing one will notice is that the longer handle is 
needed not to provide an at!cquate grip (the seven to nine inch 
handles on hand-and-a-half swords are more than enough for 
this) but to provide leverage for maneuvering the tip, which is 
now further away from the qui/,/,ons. With a single-handed 
broaJsword, the mass of the sword totates around the right wrist. 
Its lighter weight and shorter blaLle allow one hand to adequately 
control the point. With a genuine two-hand sword held in a 
broadsword grip, this principle is the same-although the left 
hand is needed on the pommel to ensure the point goes where it 
belongs. \Xlhen the longsword is held in the half-sword grip, the 
lef't hand is on the ricasso aml serves the same function that the 
right hand previously performed: Tt is now the primary pivot 
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point, because it is nearest the weapon's center of gravity. The 
trailing hand-in half sword, the right hand-controls the speed 
of the blade and fine tunes the position of the tip. This allows a 
variety of deft maneuvers usually associated with smaller blade$, 
from coupes and mveloprm:nts to surprisingly accurntc thrusts. Thi;; 
is the principle of polearm. fighting, but applied to a sword. 
Thus, in the hands of a well-trained fighte1~ what seems to be 
a crude sl,ashing and bashing weapon turns into a surprisingly agile 
instrument whose speed an<l precision, in some cases, can rival 
that of a smalls-word. This effectiveness and versatility explains 
the longsword's long life. \Vhcn the full range of longsword 
techniques were systematically applied to the bayonet in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centutics, it prompted one theorist to 
note: " ... the bayonet is more formidable than either the lance or 
the sabre,"5 and a well-trained soldi\!r, armed only with a fixed 
bayonet, is virtually unconquerable in 
, dose-quarter combat.6 
·· But longsword technique does 
not end with half-sword fighting. fights 
that beg,m in full-sword position then 
closed to half.-sword range often got even closer. In these 
extremely dose-quarter combats, botl1 fighters had to 
shorten even the half-sword grip considerably~like a bat-
ler choking up on a bat to bunt a baseball. 
This chest-to-chest style of fighting is described by virtual-
ly all the old swordmasters7 and is featured in surviving bayonet 
~anuals; It involved certain aspects of short-form quarterstaff as 
well as kicks, grapples, throws, and punches. For the longsword., 
this quarter-sword grip puts the lefl hand in pronation on th..: 
blade's foible (leaving a twelve- to eighteen-inch dagger extend-
ing past the left hand) while the right hand maintains the nor-
mal full-sword grip--a grip very similru: to a reinforced 
broadsword parry. The fighter now possesses a quarterstaff with 
teeth. The long handle and heavy pommel on tl1e right make an 
effective club, while the live steel on the left pose the constant 
threat of a slash or a stab. One museum in Europe displays a nar-
row, double-edged longsword which seems to have been 
<lesigned especially fi?r quarter-sword fighting, with a blunted 
bar section about four inches long actually built into the blade 
al the bottom of the foible. It is unlikely that this weapon was a 
hunting sword, since the blunt section had no port for a cross-
bar and by itself was not large enough to keep an animal, such 
as a wild boat; from running up the blade. 
A SY.STEM FOR TWO-HANDED SWORDPLAY 
For convenience, one might call the~e three distinct longsword 
combat forms fall sword, half sword, and quarter sword. Each 
has its own advantages and drawbacks. 
Full Sword: The long~word is wielded like a ~tandard 
broadsword. The primary threat comes from a cut, with the 
secondary threat of a thrust. Old swordmasters like Boeheim, 
Liechtenauer, and Mener catalogued an elaborate set of wards 
for beginning a long.sword fight, anJ dc:scribed numerous full-
sword ct1ts----but these ,vere probably more useful as training 
exercises than in actual duels and battles. Liechtcnaucr advo-
cated surprise attacks and a continuous offense as the kevs to 
victory. Hoeheim discounted the value of full-sword tech-
nique, saying it tired the fighters quickly and rc:quired too 
much room. 8 Mener thought two-handed swordplay was the 
basis of ;ill fencing but was undoubtedly referring to the full 
\ 
the handle until it covm the pommel. (See Fig. 2.) 
This geometry-both hands sep,1ratt:d and in pro-
nation-givcs the halrS'\vord grip its astonishing 
speed and potential. Why, one might ask? 
Pirst, by gripping the ricasso with the left 
hand in pro nation, i:ather than in supination ( the 
way one would aim a rifle), it is much easier to 
manage the mass of the weapon. This increases 
the strength of all attacks and parries, especially 
on the high line, Tt is possible to make el:l:ective 
cuts from the half-sword position-it just lake~ a 
hit of practice. A little experimentation will show 
how this works. A pronated left hand also allows 
one to manipulate the weapon more easily on the 
left side of the body, and to shift between high 
and low lines quickly, without awkwardness. Just 
Figure 2: Half-sword grip with left hand over ricasso and right hand an the pommel. as importantly, the left hand now provides a 
range of longsword techniques, since he later told fighters to steady pivot about which the blade can rotate, much like the hinge 
clo;e quickly with the opponent and his inventory of cuts includ- of a scissors or garden shears.11 
ed several half-sword attacks} The right hand, of course, is not idle. Holding the hilt by the 
The real difference between fighting full sword with Lwo han- pommel instead of the handle is noL only 111on.: comfortable and 
ders and simply using a two-handed grip 011 a smaller broadsword is natural, .it dramatically increases the sword tip's speed, accuracy, and 
that the longsword has greater reach and its blade has more momen- compass of motion. Also, the heel of the right hand can be used to 
tum. The advantage of a longer reach is obvious: One can strike an push the pommel during a thrust, increasing penetration power. In 
opponent from a greater distance, reducing the chance of injury to stage combat, this increased control makes point work much safer. 
oncsd£ Also, greater blade momemum means a more powerful cut. Half-sword combat was characterized by a quick, party-an<l-
Recausc of this, later generations assumed that the largest of riposte style of fighting. This meant rhat parries were generally flat 
longswords-such as those used · by German and Swiss and beat parries were avoided--a steep blade angle or excessive 
landsknechtr-were made exclusively for cutting, particularly to force against the attacking blade increased the time needed fur an 
shear off the ends of enemy pikes and open a channel for an infantry effective counterattack. further, some expert:s recommended that 
attack For larger blades with rounded tips, this was undoubtedly thrusts in half-sword be made with short, quick jabs-a darting 
true. Most blades had points and in militaty comhat: the cut only motion-instead of deep, tl'ansfrxing lunges. This was panly to 
philosophy did not make much sense. Experience showed that mass- keep the attacker· balanced (It is easy to over-extend with a longer 
es of colliding pikemen tended to open channels on their own, and weapon) also to keep from losing the weapon if the blade becomes 
that sword-swinging doubie-so/,diers (so called because they received buried in the wound,12 
double pay) seldom had room to swing their blades laterally-not to Two exceptions to this rule were the stoj) thrust (also called a 
mention the fact that even a headless pole;irm makes a pretty good timed thrust: a fully extended thrust, made v.rith both hands on the 
tool for holding opponents at bay. Additionally, virtually every sword but from a reverse lunge) and the lance thrust (also called 
sword master from the mid-1400s onward taught the thrust as well lance point or lunge out): a single-handed all-or-nothing thrust 
as the cut-even for longswords.1v By the mid-1500s, the beiden- made on a sudden forward pas., that, given the weapon'~ great 
hander and scUachtswerter distinction was complete. Even the length, coverecl a lot of ground. Both of these fight stoppers were 
longest combat longsword had to be a quick and nimble thruster- used on overly aggressive attackers at the beginning of an encounter. 
as well as produce a deadly arc-to earn its keep. In a militar-v formation or duels in a confined area, some 
More importantly to real combatants-and to the actors fights might begin in the half-sword position. In this case, the 
who portray them-are two practical problem~ that arise with blades could be engaged (touch the oppqnent's blade on the right 
the bigger weapon. First, a longer reach means it is easier for a or left) to assess his aggressiveness and skill. Combatants were told 
defender to get inside the arc of the moving blade. Once there, a to watch their opponents eyes for clues as to where an attack might 
-fighter can use a variety of close-q uartcr tactics that are difficult fall--especially when parrying, to sec if the attack was a feint. 
or impossible to counter using the full-sword grip. Secondly, Often, it was necessary or desirable to disengage or change lines--
more momentum means d1e blade is harder to control once it is teclmi.ques familiar to any actor trained in smallsword. 
in motion. An attacker committed to a full-sword cut or thrust Quarter Sword: To change from a hair-sword to a quarter-,word 
with a larger weapon is more exposed (and for a longer time) grip, one must slide the right hand from the pommel to the normal 
than when the same attack is launched with a lighter weapon. ful[-;word grip (right hand on the handle just below the quillons) and 
The key thing to remember is that this problem arises from the move the grip from the ricasso to the bottom of the foible. This will 
full-sword grip, nqt the weapon itself~which can be extremely give one roughly the san1e amow1t of weapon outboard of either 
nirnbk when the grip is changed for close-quarter fighting. hand: pointed blade to the left; heavy pommel to the right. (See Fig. 
Half Sword: To change from a full-swnrd to a half-sword grip, 3.) In bayonet fighting, this was known as shortening the grip. The 
one mustmovc the left hand from the rear of the handle onto the ric- longsword can now be wielded as a short-form quarterstaff, using 
asso, placing the fingers over the blade. This aligns the fingers with either end to strike and parry. The center of the weapon can also block 
the true edge of the bla'-le. Next., one must ,lide the right hand down attacks, or push the opponent off balance. Normally, the left foot leads 
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Figure 3: Quarter-sword grip with left hand at the bottom of the foible and the 
right /Janel on lhe grip. 
with the weapon slightly to the right, its tip threatening high line jabs 
(stabs and push or pull cuts) while tl1e hilt threaten:; inverted strike~. 
A simple pass backward puts the weapon on the left side with the right 
foot leading. Now, the hilt poses the primary threat, altl1ough a verti-
cal or inverted slash is still an option. (See Fig. 4.) 
· fhis quarter-sword stance makes for quick and decisive attacks 
and a surprisingly agile defense. Like short-form qL1artcrstafF, (1uar-
tcr-s-vord exchanges tend to be very fluid, constantly shifting tar-
gets between inside- and outside-, high- and low-lines; with each 
end of the weapon defending and attacking in turn. 
LONGSWORD AND FOOTWORK 
Tn foll sword, all standard hroads~.vord footwork applies, particu-
larly passes, double passes, and traverses, since the primary threat 
is the cut. In thrust-oriented half-sword fighting, on line move-
ment (aslvances, lunges, and retreats) are more useful-although 
voltes in either direction are often needed to make strong parries. 
As distance decreases (that is, as the fight shifts from foll sword to 
half sword or quarter sword), reacti;n time is markedly reduced 
so evasions become less frequent and parries occur more often . 
Hanging parries to eitl1er side can be made in all three modes 
of fighting, When performing hanging parries with the half- or 
quarter-sword grip, one must be snre the fingers of the left hand 
release the blade while the flat of the hand continues to support the 
weapon-standard quarterstaff technique. 
The old bayonet manuals advised using an appe! (a sudden 
stamp of the lead foot) to momentarily distract the opponent before 
:m attack, and virtually all the old sw-ordmasters show offensive and 
defensive kicks: the knee and groin were favorite target areas. 
DISARMS, TRIPS, AND THROWS 
Many old sword manuals show moves aimed at gaining an advantage 
that does not necessarily end in a kill, Talhoffer, for example, shows 
numerous longsword moves whose main objective seems to be forc-
ing a yield or disarm-useful enough for duels or training, but less 
valuable on the battlefield. u Opportw1ities for these fight-ending 
moves incre:1se as distance decreases, most corning from half,word or 
quarter-sword engagements. The principles of modern wrestling-and 
even aikith-style moves, when the attacker's momentum is used by 
the defende1'-ate often displayed. Frequently, one end of the weapon 
is released, then reacquired and used as leverage in a trap or pin; the 
point being used to inflict a minorwoU11d or threaten some Yital spot. 
All this grappling and wrestling, howeve1; 
exposes one major problem in longsword fights: 
Large weapons are easier to grab at close quarters. 
This is one reason many manuals advise shorten-
ing one's grip as ,oon as full-,word cfotance i, lo;t. 
Longsword fighters facing a shorter weapon, such 
as a single-handed sword, are told to feint low and 
Figure 4: Quarter-sword grip with the hilt as the primary threat. 
coupe to a high thrust when the defender moves to parry.J 4 Above 
all, they are to avoid the defender's free hand. McClellan advises 
that if the weapon has been seized, it is best to go with the impulse 
of the attacker-forw::trd or b:ickward, or turn a lateral pull into a 
circle (as in modern aikido), to avoid a <lisarm and throw the oppo-
nent off balance. This matches Liechtenauer's advise to counter 
weak blade pressure with strong and strong blade pressure with 
weak on initial engagement. 
Through these and other methods, the old fight manuals used 
the grnmctry and inertia of long weapons-coupled with the time-
less characteristics of the human body-to give victory not just to 
the strongest, but to the best traincd and quickest of mind. 
Part II will present these 11Jethods as an integrated sys-
tem of longsword fighting using full-, half-, and quarter-sword 
techniques suitable for theatrical combat. 
NOTES 
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Aca,kmy uf the .Sword fUr th,·ir a.ss1\!anc1 in pr, parin:; this :111 idc 
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S, v~tll Nrn.um1d. 1856. iii, 2J. 
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Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 13521 5. 
) K,mmiki.:r, K and Krenn, P. iJie Ztwihan11'cr D,·. Lm.1r/('.szet,:)11ms,') in Gritz. i__;nl.Z.: LrnclL\,lllUs.:um 
Joauneum Graz, 1973, 
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5 McClellan, 6. 
6 lb1J, i, l\kClellJn reuJUllts Lhe story of J. lonc h·cnc.h gren .. Jlcr UL die lx-inle ul Pok-Lik whu foubht elc\1,,;ll 
R.usslimi killing ·eight, rtnn~ only with n f1X(;:d bayonet; and ~wo Spanish soldiers, ·similarly al'med, who 
dcfe,LLcd t\\'t.:1Hy-J1vc cav.dry1u~·11 at S,mguc.,:;a then "rejuined Llldt· r<..iime11t witl1rn1t a ,1-ratch." Suc:h flghtdsj 
he wrmc, could "easily prmcct their persons :againsl everything bm balls." 
l Ga.las, S. Matthew, ''Johannes Liechtenauct·: fhe Father of Getman .)wordsmahship1 " 7 ha Fight A1aster, 
Spdnp/Sum,ner, 1998, 7. 
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l l Signifrcat1dy1 all examples of half-sword trn<I ql!ar1:er-1sworcl technique i11 Talhofkr show the left hand in 
prorution a co11venti1J11 ca1ncd O',l'r to 1nost (.!'his poleani1 illm,11;1tioJ1, as wd!, 
12 
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A Practical Guide to 
<Hea\78 It:alian 1<.,apier "Plas 
Capo Ferro Plate 2; Capo Ferro shows prima (Figure A) anr.i quarte (Figure D) engardes in mesura larga. 
I n beginning a study oflate sixteenth century rapier play, the two manuals which surface as the epitome of fencing at the begining of the seventeenth century are .Salvatore Fabris' 
fim trcatis..: published in 1606 anJ Ridolfo Capo Ferro's in 1610. fabris was born in 
1544 and since fencing masters tended to publish late in life, this places him at the top of the 
game in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. · lne fuct that the manuals are well 
illustrated helps the researcher visualize the techniques that arc desetibcd in the text. 
One starts by looking at the function of the guards. Fabris felt that the guard was a 
place from which to attack. According to Fabris, "The guard is a position for attack for the 
h,md; the guard and posture combined det'erminc the kind of thrnst-the botta-to be 
delivered." (;apo Ferro, on the other h:md, felt that "a guard is a posture with the arm and 
the sword extended in a straight line towards the middle of the attackable parts of the adver-
sary, and with the body well established according to its own pace, so as to keep the adver-
sary at a distance and to strike him should he approach at his peril." 
Fabris coined the term contra jiostura, litcrallr counter posture, and what specifically 
Fabris meant was to offer one's opponent a guard that is the mirror of his own. It is there-
furc necessary for the defensive side to assume the contra postura with the same guard as his 
opponent. As illustrated in t:he plates, one side literally imitates the other. At first this seems 
overly simplistic; however, it makes cxtraorJinary sense when one thinks about it. If while 
m guardc, a11 opponent assumes a different guard, the first thing one needs to do is rnmc 
to a reasonable counter guard. This may involve selection and slow one down while one is 
thinking, "Wfach is the best? Which would my teacher recommend? 'Which will keep me 
from getting stuck like a pincushion?" If an 
individual imrncdi,itely responds with a 
counter guard that mirrors his own, the com-
batant is automatically in a better position to 
receive the opponent's attack, without having 
to think about it. S..:condly, whatever attack 
they might have been contemphting may be 
given pause by their mirrored response. But 
it often occurs that while in the contra postu-
ra the adversary assumes another postura, 
often out of measure. When the attacker 
advances to strike the opponent, he cm at 
the same time that his opponent moves his 
foot assume the advantage over him by 
means of a new contra postitra. It is, therefore, 
necessary to be rich in choices which could 
Most of the Italians at this time t:u1.gl1t 
two to four guards. They are prime (Capo 
Ferro 2. figure A-ignore dagger), seconde 
(Capo Ferro 3, figure B-ignore dagger, 
notice pommel is to th..: sid..: of the wrist not 
underneath), /au/ (C1po Ferro 4, figure 
C-ignore dagger) and quarte (Capo Ferro 
2, figure D). For terza also see both figw-es 
Capo ferro Plate 4; Capo Ferro shows terza 
engarde (Figllre C) in mesura stretta. 
in Fabris plate 1. Though Fabris and Capo 
Ferro advise mainly that: of terzrt, Fabris also 
favors the Spanish guard. This is less sur-
prising when one remembers that Fabris 
traveled throu.ghout Europe and taught at 
the Danish court. Both Capo lierro and 
FaLris advise a posture with the body bent 
almost double and the rapier extended 
point leveled at the opponent. One should 
notice the severity of this bent-over guard in 
FaLris' illustrations. 
After having dealt with the question 
of the guard, the next is that of distance. 
The Italians worked in two basic distances: 
close measure, or misura stretta (measure 
do,e) and large measure, or misura larga 
(measure brgc). Misurr1, stietta is a di~tance 
from where it is possible to strike an oppo-
nent without moving closer or in striking 
distance (see Capo Ferro plates 4, 5, 6, 7, 
14, 15, 16 anJ 17) . . Misi1;a lr1rgc1 is where 
it is possible to strike the opponent after a 
step forward (see figures 1, 2, and 3). 
For theatrical use., a combatant uses 
be expedient. Capo ferro Plate 3: Capo ferro shows seconde en garde (figure B) in mcsw a larga. 
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roughly .the same distances; although, h..: 
might prefer to keep the fighters well out of 
dist:mcc. One will have to close to perform 
certain moves. But if he observes proper 
safety techniques, i.e., to cue his partner on 
thrusts and thrusting off-line, he should be 
safe. Glissades or many shared moves are in 
this form. According to Pabris, the contra 
postura is not complete when within close 
measure-without engagement of the adverse 
blade. The swordsman is to use what the 
Spanish call tacto or stickiness and feel them 
always on his hlade. When the swordsman 
has t-acto, one always lmows where his 
opponent's blades is. The parry as it is 
known today did not ..:xist. Parries, or bar-
rer from the French for stop or bar, essen-
tially blocked the opponent's attack with 
the rapier or hand, but it does not end 
there. J:,abris sums it up best with the state-
ment: ''No parry is good that does not 
strike the adversary at tbe same time," ,l 
sentiment still espoused by fencers todav. 
The parries at that time were delivered in 
on.e of two ways, either stesso ternpo (single 
time), or in dui tempi (double tim-:). 
Dui tempi is easier to perform safely 
and is more akin to the kind of parries with 
which the combatant is already funilar-
again, no thrust on-line. A~ the adversary 
thrusts, the opponent parries and immedi-
ately thrusts back, either in the same line of 
attack or performing a quick bind into 
anod1er line. Blades stay in contact the 
whole time, because the actor is essentially 
performing gliss.ides or pressure glides 
together whereas in tbe reality of the duel 
he would be trying to force his opponent's 
blade aside as he thrusts in (Fabris plate 39). 
The rapier hand stays high in the stoccatta 
(low thrust) to prevent a coupe on the 
counter attack (Fabris plate 11). Practice 
will show that: this makes more sense for the 
Fabris Plate 39: Dui lempe scanal.ura. 
real-size rapier than cuts in 5-2-5-2-3-2-5. 
'When it comes to cuts, Pabris and 
Capo Ferro did not like them and ,lid not 
want to teach them. However, due to the 
popularity of the moves, they had to, but 
they certainly did not recommend t·hem. ,A.s 
anyone who has ever held a real-size rapier 
knows, outside of a few moves where one 
can get some momentum going, it is much 
ea~ier to thrust than to cut. The r..:ader may 
look through the plates and see if any of 
these moves look like cuts. 
The stesso tempo parry occurs as the 
opponent's blade reaches the mid-way mark 
between himself and the: opponent. The 
parry brushes aside the attack, and he 
counter attacks literally in one move, i.e., 
stesso tempo. This requires coordination of 
distance and timing on both partner\ parts. 
The auack..:r must not lunge or he wi.11 not 
be in a position to pany, or if he does, it is 
a demi-lunge with a very quick retreat or 
pass, as that attack gets turned around and 
thrust back at the opponent in one move. 
Blades may stay in contact, or not. lf not 
the parry should he a beat parry; not some-
Capo Ferro Plate 5: Capo Ferro's lunge. 
thing that would he recommended by 
Fabris or Capo Ferro but in the heat of the 
duel certainly a legitimate choice. 
During the late 1500s, the stesso tempo 
parry was the party of choice. Once the indi-
vidual has completed dus with his partner, he 
will realize its adv:mtages and why it was the 
parry of choice for Italian Masters of the day. 
Theatrically, dui tempi parries and 
attacks may be performed back to back 
for as many times as one would like. Stcsso 
tempo should rarely, if ever, be performed 
back to back, the change up is just too fast 
to sustain. A section with a few dui tempi 
moves is recommended and maybe one 
stcsso tempo and an inqurtrtata. 
While working with the real-size rapier, 
the fighter should not forget other options 
in meeting an attack, The scanatura is a 
parry that counter-attacks. Hand parries 
were advoc..ated by Fabris and Capo Ferro 
(Fabris plate 42). The inquartatttt, an avoid-
ance with a counter attack, is always a crowd 
pleaser (Capo Ferro plate 13, 17, and 20). 
fabtis is sometimes credited a., being 
the inventor of the circular parry, under the 
Fabris Plate 41: Dui Lempe with slocatta thrust. 
name contra-cavationc or counter disrngage-
mcnt. A contm-c,1uatioine is that which can 
be done, during the time that the enemy 
disengages, by disengaging himself, so that 
he fl nds hiiru;elf situated as before. Fabris 
ckarly defined the idea of seiz.iug time. If the 
opponent tries to bea1 or even to engage the 
blade, without letting him make contact, 
the victim should disengage and attack, in a 
c1.ivatione di tempo, or time disengagement. 
Fabris dues not advocate the lunge and 
advises circling th" opponent. 
Capo Ferro on the other hand, 
though not credited with inventing the 
lunge, is the first to illustrate it (Capo Ferro 
plate 5). He is the first to advoGtte moving 
forward and back on an imaginarv line, 
not in circles. He recommends thrusting 
on the feint or the cavatiione (disengage). 
"Feints are not good, for they cause loss of 
time and distanee---if made out of dis-
tance, they are useless, as thou neeclst not 
answer them. If the adversary feints within 
distance, as he feints, strike. Thou must 
know when that thy adversary has his 
sword point out of line, thou must imme-
diately point thine staight at his 
band ... delivcr a thrust in mezo tempo at his 
hand. A very Musashi-like fencer. .. 'See 
when your opponent is going to attack you 
and cut off his hands."' 
As Capo J:lerro says: "A good swords-
man must never fail on parrying to retort 
with a thrust." Since he advocated parry-
ing with a straight arm, it tnust have been 
sui tempi at the least if not stesso tempo. 
For more details, Capo Feno an<l Fabri!, manuals may be Jowniwded 
at hup: //i:m.ucc. oau.edu/ .-we,w/fi-ncing.ht1nl 
Slnce theatre ls a collaborative art form, fan H.rn:e would like to include 
du: n~iur.:s of those v;ho hayc help-:d in J.cvcloping tliis sySL1em of 1.-om-
L>at. The members ofSTEBL are: Robert Ruffm, RicbatJ Clark, Chris 
1'1ixon, Steve Sat:ta rnd Tit11 Geihl(•, Or!icrs tf1-1\ ha,·L helpul a1ons the 
vva.y: Joe Travers, Bill Eisler, atHl Brad 'Waller. 
Fabris Plate 42: The hand parry. 
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Killing a cabbage head, Greg Ramsey displays the power of a mounted attack at the Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire. Fights by Steve Vaughan, photo by Ingraham, 
~horse has historically been a partner in man's endeavors and can learn to be d1at pairing left handers widi right handers 
~ ::re dian just a platform when sword-fighting while mounted. Cutting horses, together in columns widi dieir sword arms 
roping horses, and mounts for bulldogging all learn their specialized jobs and are to the outside would provide ideal protec-
of great help to their riders. Also in this category are the trained police horses used in tion from attacks coming from die flanks. 
riot and crowd control. Of course the battle charger must have learned its joh as well. Indeed similarities exist widi the riding 
The ability of a polo horse to place itself in the position advantageous to its rider, is the -abilities needed for mounted swordplay and 
basis for the argument diat horses trained to carry swordsmen and lancers, must have those for polo. This is no coincidence 
learned their jobs to the same extent that polo horses learned theirs. With a little work because polo was originally designed over a 
fight directors can accustom their horses to the excitement of sword-to-sword struggle. thousand years ago as a game to be played 
Polo players generally agree that the horse is seventy percent of the game, thus a hy mounted warriors in order to keep up die 
good pony can pick up game sense (or is it really just horse sense?) to the point where fighting skills of both rider and horse. More 
it will automatically place itself following the ball in the proper position to give the rider modem mounted warriors like General 
the best shot. One draws the parallel to mounted warfare and expects that a well-trained George S. Patton, Jr., an experienced poloist 
horse can make the crucial difference. The old saying in polo that a green horse and a in his own right, praised polo as one of die 
green rider do not mix also holds true as a recipe for disaster when attempting mounted hest preparations for warfare. He liked it, 
swordplay. While a well-trained horse is the key for successful mounted combat, it is because it included diinking at speed (now 
equally important for the rider to be seasoned in horsemanship. called situational riware:ness while moving up 
What then, is die requisite levd of expertise in horsemanship and how well trained must to forLy miles per hour), teamwork widi 
die horse be? Tn general, riders should be at a level where they arc comfortably in control of both horse and human team mates, as well 
die horse at a walk, trot and canter as well as at a flat-out running gallop. They should also as a real element of physical danger, As a 
he able to maneuver die horse in any direction, including backwards. In addition, diey bonus, polo was an excellent way to develop 
should be able to bring the horse to a rapid stop from a canter an<l immediately depart in a physical stamina-the horse does not come 
different direction at a canter. The rider must be accustomed to neck-reining, due to the fact dose to doing all of the work. 
diat a weapon will be held in the other hand. The correct level of proficiencey in riding can How well trained should horses be to 
be attained by most people in about five-hundred hours. Those who are right handed will participate in swordplay? The horse must 
ride with die reins in die left hand and sabers in the right. While dicre are rules in polo today be accustomed to and accept swords wav-
that require the; mallet to be hdd in the right hand, there are no such rules in combat (left ing and clashing around his head. The 
handers should rejoice at this instance of equal opportunity). Tt also causes one to speculate mount must be able to perform not only 
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' all the gaits that tl1e rider can order but be 
able to make transition's between them 
smoothly and widiout hesitation and must 
be neck reined well. When riding around 
an adversary, the horse must know on his 
own when to change leads so that he can 
maintain a secure balance. 
Where can one find such bomb-proof 
horses diat are also push-button and easy to 
ride? A well-trained polo pony should be no 
surprise. (Note diat a polo pony does not 
mean a small, pony-sized animal of 14.2 
hands or less. Polo ponies range from 15.2 
to 16.3 hands high.) Such horses should be 
used to mallets whizzing dose by their heads 
and the commotion of their riders' gyrations 
in the saddle. In addition, polo ponies are 
usually quite agile and are able to rapidly 
respond to the maneuvers needed for effec-
tive mounted combat widi swords. They are 
also used to bumping and rubbing against 
other horses in close contact, somediing that 
would send d1e average show-jumping horse 
into fits of biting and kicking. One can 
indeed train a horse to run into another 
horse, although at least in polo, boili are 
travelling in die same direction; and the 
horse actually delivers a glancing blow. 
While horses have run into each other in 
head-on and near-head-on collisions, this 
shows the horse is out of control. 
WHAT TYPE OF SWORDS AND 
TECHNIQUES SHOULD BE USED 
IN MOUNTED SWORDPLAY? 
General Patton designed the last saber used 
by die U.S. Cavalry. The blade of the Model 
1913 Patton saber was straight, following 
the French school of diought in saber 
design. This meant that it was intended to 
be used mainly as a piercing weapon instead 
of for die slashing and cutting diat was nor-
mal with curved sabers. Patton, in fact, was 
dead set against his cavalrymen using the 
saber for anydiing but a piercing attack as 
prescribed in his instructions for die saber. It 
should be noted tl1at American cavalrymen 
in the Lwentiedi century were taught to use 
their firearms first and draw their sabers as a 
last resort. This does not mean that training 
in the use of saber was neglected or a mere 
afterdiought. TI·aining for me attack widi 
the Patton saber against a target to die front 
and to the rider's right called for die trooper 
to crouch low and extend along die right of 
the horse's neck with arm outstretched 
and knuckles on the grip pointing 
upward. This knuckleseup and thumb-
down position ensured that die target was 
properly pierced widi the wrist rolling in a 
dock-wise direction as one rode past the 
skewered target. Rolling the wrist was 
intended to assist in rdeasing the blade 
from the target. The Patton Model 1913, 
unlike the Army's previous model, was sharp 
on both edges, which also facilitated releas-
ing the blade. If die hand position were 
reversed, i.e. knuckles down and thumb up, 
the tendency is for the wrist to bend back, 
bringing the thumb back up toward the 
rider's arm, leading to a wrenched or broken 
wrist. The manual produced in conjunction 
widi the sword also shows dirusts being 
given in all directions, including backwards, 
die soldier literally lying on the horse's back, 
dirusting to tl1e rear. 
Using fencing sabers on horseback 
quickly establishes the obvious: two riders 
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charging one anothcr 
at gallop and using 
simultaneous thrusts, 
could easily transfix 
one another. 
Safely Point: 
Meeting at speed and 
landing one's thrust 
in the upper chest, 
one immediately 
withdraws his arm 
and weapon: saber 
blades cost money! 
Simultaneous cuts 
can also arrive on 
hoth bodies. \'7hen 
the opponent charges 
with the thrust, if one 
tries a cut, the attack-
er's point will be in 
one's own chest Attacking at a canter, a head cut is blocked by o parry of five. Photo provided by Raymond Smith, 
A pair of adver-
s:ll'ies have two tuain. 
choices: they can 
pass at speed with 
each getting in one 
blow or parry at ,t 
passing speed of 
about forty miles per 
hour or, they can 
choose to stay within 
reach, and lBve a rc:11 
swordfight. Prac-
tically speaking, one 
can guard with tierce 
and carte, holding 
them a little higher 
than on foot in what 
is called high tierce 
and high carte, or 
with prime and sec-
onde and of course 
before his own cut can arrive. It is possible 
that the modern fencing-style cut could 
have a better chance of arriving, but the 
fencing cut is not proper for either cotnbat 
or stageplay. All cuts shoulll be done with 
either a molinet or a half.molinet, as the 
sword blade has to travel a bit to do any 
damage.1 The real fighter has to cut through 
either helmet or cap, uniform, belts and 
straps of the modern cavalryman or the 
~rmor, leather, or padding of the earlier 
fighting man. Raising the sword or th.row-
ing the point back to deliver a cut exposes 
one LO a Lhrust which is bound Lo land Erst. 
However, he who docs not wish 
to be transfixed can beat the 
approaching point aside and 
perhaps have a chance to get in 
a counter-thrust or cut. 
five and six; either parry giYes a good posi-
tion for a half-mo!inet counterblow. A safe-
ty note: in free play, delivering a cut against 
Lhe back of an opponent, who i;; pa.,sing, be 
can.:ful not to hit the back of the head as 
most fencing masks have no cmtain across 
the back (some do). While passing at speed, 
the hanging party guarding the back is 
highly recommended. 
No reason exists why rhe thruster 
cannot disengage under his opponent's 
beat in tierce, ex:cept that if his sword 
meets no resistance, it is lined up with the 
thruster's heart! 
saber five and six. Horses are content to 
just amble up to one another and stand 
there, but the riders can liven things up by 
both circling at a tight canter while 
exchanging blows and parriL,s which is 
quite exciting to the onlookers. Despite 
Patton's wishes, when one uses both cuts 
and thrusts, at times the opponents a.re 
close enough that a thruster would have 
had to draw his arm quite far back to get 
his point in line for a thrust and in that 
position, it was certainly better to deliver a 
sturdy cut, although a pommel blow would 
have worked. Patton was a practiced foncer 
and knew how to do it. 
One must be always ,con-
scious of the danger to the 
horses's eyes, which will keep 
one's attacks to the mid-torso 
and up. ·when chatging in the 
Patton style one will find that 
he does not get as tar down 
along the horse's m:ck as is rec-
onunended, in order to have 
the point less in line with the 
animal's face. It is interesting to 
compare this experience to 
Henry Angelo's sword practice 
for 1:he Light Horse Volull(eers, 
in which he decries no attacks 
to the lower body. 
Passing tight side to right 
side a:t the gallop, one can find 
some luck in beating aside the 
opponent's Lhrust and making a 
return cut to his back as the 
opponents pass one another. It 
is almost impossible, at speed, 
to beat aside the opponent's 
blade and get in a thrust. The 
slower the two riders are mew-
ing, the C"asicr it is to get in the 
counter-blow. One could also 
parry the opponent's thrust in 
prime or secondi:, and deliver a 
more powerful blow to his 
back. Passing left ~;ide to left 
side, one is farther from the 
opponent and will hit less often 
with the riposte. Practice against 
head-cuts, using parries s:tber 
A molinet out of the head parry (above) allows an at lack fo the bock of the 
head while passing, which is blocked by a hanging pony behind the head. 
A point: a man being over-
taken from th.: left rear is in 
some difficulty w1less he turns 
his horse and faces his attacker; 
the right rear is better but still 
awkward. A sweeping hori7.on-
tal blow against the attacker's 
sword is about all lie can do. Photo provided by Raymond Smith. 
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horse will be pLJlcd over, A 
rider may tnirror these 
instrnctions to achieve the 
polo lock to the left. Those 
trying this for the first time 
have a tendcncy not to 
rotate the left knee towards 
the saddle but instead only 
to bend the left knee and let 
the lower left leg slide back-
ward toward tbe rear of the 
horse, which produces no 
stabilitv at all. 
The rider might find 
he prefrrs the charge posi-
tion with 1he Patton sword. 
Others may feel more com-
fortable in a high-guard 
position, rather like the 
ward described by some 
sixteenth century masters 
and' shown in countless 
Polo loc/1 with the legs ,ecures the rirlr>r to the saddle for sword 
maneuvers. Photo provided by Raymond Smith. 
· !are-medieval illustrations 
·. as the high secande. The 
sword is already high 
enough to do a head-parry, 
but the bhde is in position 
Polo players use a position called the 
polo lock to create a force securing them to 
the saddle when they kan out to the left or 
right of their horses. This same position can 
be used to keep a rider glued to the saddle 
during vigorous all-around swordplay. To 
create the polo lock and face right or right 
rear, the ri<lcr should 
1. Rise slightly in the stirrups and swivel 
the hips and lower torso to the right while 
simultaneously turning the right foot to 
the right until it is perpendicular to the 
direction iu which the horse is traveling 
and rotating the left knee to the right, 
pressing it into and against the saddle; 
2. & the left knee rolls in toward the sad-
dle, the rider should bend the left knee 
causing the left foot to extend upward, 
(with toes pointed down and heel up). As 
the left lmee is bent, the stirrup leather on 
the left tightens on the shin of the left leg 
and presses the left thigh from lmee to 
crolch tightly against the saddle. The more 
the rider cm bend his left leg at the knee 
and concurrently bring it foiward to the 
head of the horse, the tighter the thigh will 
be locked to the saddle; the rider's left leg 
will end up almost horizontal (sec illustra-
tion). Executed properly, the ridct will be 
secured so firmly that if one were to try to 
pull the rider off by yanking on his 
extended right arm, (assuming he is hold-
ing the reins in his right hand) the whole 
to parry a thrust or cut in prime or seconde, 
and the point can easily be thrown into a 
molinet to deliver a strong cut. Another 
guard that may give some comfort is to stay 
in the saber five position or St. George 
Guard, but seconde is best. 
One should not use the combat sabers 
for the non-choreographed movements. 
Gallantly taking out standing and lying 
dummies and a vicious watermelon while 
galloping across the field will give one feel 
and weight of the combat blade. No move-
ments employing finger-manipuhtion 
should be used wliich could not be replicat-
ed with historical or combat blades. 
Just for fun, one might try balloon-
busting if one ever performs mounted for an 
audience. Use dear plastic tape to attach bal-
loons, which blow up to perhaps three or 
four inches thick and a couple of feet long, 
across the top and cheeks of the standard 
fencing mask. 'fhe rider might do a couple 
of charges at speed and see if he can break 
the opponent's balloon and then close in 
and deliver cuts and parries until all the bal-
loons arc broken. Using the balloons gives 
the audience &ometh.i.ng they can focus on 
and sec the effrcts of the blows and it m.akes 
the pMticipants give good solid blows since 
just a tap will not break the balloon. 
The lance is another weapon com-
monly used in mounted combat, albeit 
one that never found favor with An1cric111 
cavalry. One should learn the proper use of 
the lance to understand the range of 
weapons available to the mounted warrior. 
(Something similar can be sa.i.d for learning 
the use of the bow on horseback as well.) 
The modern sport of tent pegging ;1s 
played in India can be an casv and fun way 
to get into the use of the lance. Three tent 
pegs are imbedded in the earth in a row, 
each behind tl1e other approximately two 
feet apart. The rider starts one hundred 
yards away at a gallop and pierces one of 
the three pegs. The objective is to lever it 
out of the ground and have it carried by 
the lance point for at least ten yard~. The 
Indian and British cavahy still practice 
tent pegging and have a set of rules for 
scoring it. Polo ponies have; little difficulty 
in adjusting to the lance. 
One cannot emphasize enough the 
iscue cl safety, especially in caring for one's 
horse. In mounted swordplay, the animal is 
literally at the owner's mercy, and the owner 
must watch out for his four-legged team-
mate. Onc should not work with partners 
who present a danger to oneself or one's 
mount. Riders in unchoreographed move-
ments should use proper head and eye pro-
tection and to become proficient in coping 
with the dangers associated with riding. 
Many rc,adcrs have seen Dr. Smith's work at the Paddy Crenn 
Wurkshc,p!; in \Vashmgton D.G wheh· he l1.1s le'-·1 med :ind (kine 
dcmonstra6ons 011 the dr.:velopmenl of swordplHy and battle tactics. 
Brnh he .md M.1rkGilkspit .11ereri1cd fwm the Arm) ,tnd cn1oy e:,:pe-
ticncing tl1t.: thrill of mounted sworplay alld the reminder of tlte old 
co1111ectiun bet11,·een die mili1ary, 1he h0t ,c and rhe w:ord. 
Intrepid swordsmen and cavallers Mark Gillespie and 
Raymond Smith. Photo providrd by Raymond Smith. 
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Donald McBane, a Practical swordsman 
by Malcolm Fare 
(Reprir;,ted frorn The Sword) 
Three hundred years ago, Donald McBane opened a school of arms in Marlborough's army. Over the next fourteen 
years, while developing into a formidable swordsman, he 
took part in sixteen battles and fifty-two sieges. In his memoirs, 
The Exj,ert Swordsman's ComjHtnion, published in 1728, he gives 
a matter-of-fact account of his life and times of a soldier with an 
eye to the main chance. 
The son of a Scottish farmer and publican, Donald McBane 
was born in 1664, near Inverness. At the age of 23 he enlisted in 
the army under the McIntosh clan and took part in a battle 
foetween the Mclntoshes and McDonalds in which his company, 
outnumbered two to one, was broken and fled. "I took my heels, 
and run thirty miles, before I looked behind me," he recalls, 
before returning to his garrison in Inverness. 
When Prince William of Orange arrived in Scotland from 
the Netherlands in 1688, McBane joined his army. A year later 
he was among the men sent to oppose the highland clans loyal to 
King James. At the battle of Killicrankie he was again obliged to 
flee with the barefoot highlanders in hot pursuit. But it was not 
long before he was assimilated into another regiment that was 
sent to build Fort William. 
Being a relatively inexperienced recruit, McBane was 
assigned to an old soldier who handled his pay and soon began 
to swindle him. Complaints were settled with swords in thooc 
days, so Donald went to a sergeant who taught the art of small 
sword. Two weeks later he borrowed a sword and called out the 
soldier. Not surprisingly, ''After two turns, he beat my sword out 
of my hand. I took my heds [now becoming something of a 
habit], he running after me overtook me and gave me a blow 
with the flat side of the sword, obliging me to submit to him." 
Showing the stubbornness and pugnacity that was to stand him 
in good stead all his life, McBane returned to his teacher, received 
advice about how to fight someone with a broad sword, and 
promptly returned to demand his rightful par. Swearing to cut off 
an arm or a leg, the soldier drew his sword and made a cut at the leg. 
But Donald, taking the advice of his master, avoided the cut and 
thrust his opponent through 
the body and then the leg. 
The soldier yielded his 
sword and McBane became 
master of his own pay, "This 
was my first adventure with 
the sword," he records, "In 
the year 1692." 
Three years later, after 
escorting some prisoners 
on board ship to reinforce 
the Dtike of Marlbor-
ough's troops in Fla11ders, 
he fell asleep after drinking 
with his friends and found 
himself part of the rein-
forcements. He took part 
in the siege of Namur, 
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being shot three times and stabbed with a bayonet six times. 
When peace was declared in 1697, McBane went home to 
Inverness; his father had died and his mother could not afford to 
keep him, so he enlisted again. Following a beating by a corporal, 
he fought a duel and, leaving his opponent for dead, fled to 
Glasgow where he joined another regiment and sailed for Ireland. 
In Dublin he took more fencing lessons and, on finding himself 
the best fencer in his school, set up as a fencing master himself. 
When the regiment was sent to Holland, he met the man he 
thought he had killed in Perth and they became good friends, setting 
up a fencing sd1ool together. But McBanc had to fight twenty-four 
times to prove his ability to other masters of defense. On learning 
that four masters ran a brothel and gaming house, he resolved to tal~e 
a share ofit. He fought all four one after another, the last being a left-
hander who suddenly produced a pistol from his cocked hat and 
fired. The ball missed and the Scot ran him through the buttocks. 
The masters then agreed to give McBane a share of the business and 
he lived comfortably during the years 1700-1702. 
At the battle of Nemegen, McBane's regiment lost all its 
baggage and women so that he was left penniless. He borrowed 
money from his captain to start again, but lost it in a card game, 
whereupon he robbed the winner and was set upon by seven 
men. Drawing his spadroon and with a stick in his left hand, he 
wounded five and escaped b:ick to his camp. 
Further battles and sieges followed in France, prisoners 
being sent to Holland. During one of these victories McBane 
captured an officer who showed him a cellar filled with trunks of 
gold and gave him eleven bags for ~aving his life. On returning 
to his company, Donald found himself in the middle of an attack 
and was blown up by a hand grenade, receiving severe burns. 
In the spring of 1703, fully recovered, McBane took to the 
field again and set up his old trade as fencing master and brothel 
keeper with sixteen mistresses. Tired after preparing for a forced 
march, he fell asleep and was left behind by his regiment. "Up comes 
a French Dragoon seeking plunder and took me prisoner," he 
recalls, "and drove me before him until he came to a wood there he 
wanted to ease nature. When his breeches were down, I mounted his 
horse and rode fot it...until I came to the front." 
The following year he marched with the Duke of 
Marlborough to the Danube and in one battle received three 
p 41?, 
bayonet wounds and "a 
brace of balls that lyes in 
my thigh to this day." 
Afterwards he set up his 
gaming tents. "We had not 
above sixty campaign ladies 
in the quarters and sixteen 
professor of the sword." 
Not content with this 
arrangement, McBane and 
his friends went to the 
Dutch quarters and took 
another fourteen women. 
The next day twenty-four 
Dutch swordsmen arrived 
to retrieve them. After 
drinking together, they 
fought until eleven Dutch 
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and seven of his men had been killed. In a second encounter 
McBane fought eight men before they agreed to pay a tribute. 
But when a few days later he sent six men to collect the money, 
only two returned, the other four having been shot. 
In 1706 McBane took part in a campaign, statting with the 
battle ofRamilies, that swept the French out of Flanders. Tn one 
siege he threw hand grenades for eight hours and received a ball 
in the head, "which will mind me of it while I live." 
Next year he fought a duel with a French mercenary in the 
pay of the Dutch, a Gascon who had already killed five men. "I 
bound his sword and made a half thrust at his breast, he timed 
me and wounded me in the mouth; we took another turn, I took 
a little better care and gave him a thrust in the body, which made 
him very angry; some of the spectators cryed stand your ground, 
I wished them in my place, then I gave him a thrust in the belly, 
he then darted his sword at me, I parried it, he went and lay 
down on his coat and spoke none." 
Not long afte1wards McBanc was set upon by a group of alliul 
soldiers, following a dispute over money, severely beaten and thrown 
into a well where he was left for dead in less than a foot of water. 
In 1708 he was wounded at the battle of Oudenard and 
Wining, coming out of the latter encounter on crutches. He was 
recuperating in Brussels when the Duke of Bavaria laid siege to 
the city with 50,000 men. Donald was put in charge of the six-
teen men defending the hospital. After five days of canon fire and 
an assault of 1200 men, the French withdrew. The campaign 
ended with the taking of Ghent. 
During the siege of another town, McBane was knocked 
down by the head of a comrade who had been killed by a cannon 
blast. " ... all his brains came round my head. I being half sense-
less put up my hand to my head and finding the brains cryed to 
my neighbor that all my brains were knocked out he said were 
your brains out you could not speak." 
At this time McBane had two children, one of them a boy 
of three, being in the care of a comrade's wife. At the battle of 
Malplaquet, on hearing that her husband had been killed, she left 
the boy with his father. He was put in Donald's knapsack, but 
received a shot in the arm; a surgeon dressed the wound and his 
mother collected him in the morning. 
In 1711 a quarrel with two Dutch soldiers led to a duel which 
ended with both men dead or dying. Fleeing from another group 
of Dutch, he was captured by the French and forced to enlist in one 
of their regiments, He soon picked up a mistress, but she abscond-
ed with his breeches and money so that he had to borrow replace-
ments from his captain. Falling out with the French over a share of 
tl1e gaming money, he killed two of them before being arrested. 'l 'he 
next day a drum-major from Marlborough's army arrived to 
exchanged prisoners. The French general commented, " ... take him, 
for ifhe stay he will kill all my men." 
In 1712 the Flanders wars ended and McBane returned to 
England. He married again, kept an alehouse and fencing school 
in London and fought 37 prizes in the Bear Garden. 
Rut old habits die hard and when the Scottish rebellion broke 
out in 1715 he re-enlisted and was made a sergeant, guarding the 
standard at the battle of Preston. On being discharged because of 
trouble with his old wounds, he went as a gunner to Fort William. 
In 1726 "I fought a clean young man at Edinburgh. I gave him 
seven wounds and broke his arm witl1 the fauchion. This I did at 
the request of several noblemen and gentlemen. But now being 
sixty-three years of age, resolve never to fight nay more, but to 
repent of my former wickedne~s." So ends the autobiography of a 
remarkable fighter whose book includes the only fencing manual 
written from a soldier's practical point of view. ~ & 
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uring the first wu:k of the 
SAPD's National Stage C;ombat 
. Workshops, Fight Master J. 
A len Suddeth, assisted by Certified 
Teacher John Bellomo, taught a class 
entitled Mass Battles to the aJvanced 
::tctodcomb::itant group. \'v'h::it the class 
created went far heyond two opposing 
groups of fighters engaged in choreo-
graphed combat. It was a theatrical event 
for all who attcndcll. 
According to Suddeth in his hook 
Fight Directing/or the Theatre: 
... battle scenes are one of the most the-
atrical events possible. A successful bat-
tle shoultl sweep the members of t/Je 
audience off their feet and plunge them 
into the action of the play. The scope of 
a fall stage battle is forever memorable 
to thme who have staged one, watched 
one, orpt1rticipated ill one. 
Thf' most important thing ... in a 
battle scene is the BATTLE STORY. ... 
7 he battle story must be a dear, step-
by-step sci:nario drafted by the fight 
director, {Ind ({ppmved b)' the directo;; 
that tf'lls the story of the fight. 
True to his published words, 
Suddeth's class embodied the theory that 
a fight can and should go beyond a 
sequence of choreographed moves and tell 
a story that contributes to the action of 
the play as a whole. 
The pre-prnduction work for the 
class consisted of two lists resembling 
ingredients for a recipe-a recipe for 
success. 
Batailli: de l'arnpelmou.ie! 
1) Scouting party-add all black 
2) Surprised bv a few whites 
3) Short fight 
4) Regroup in pit 
5) White entrance 
6) Entrance of King 
7) Bed down -lights low-Music 1 
8) Sneak attack-kill 'em as they sleep-
Music 2 
9) Battle - capture King and chase off rest 
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9A) Turncoat! 
10) Re-attack, saw King-lights boost-
Music 3 
Battle · fo Uo 
+-- Hag 
•+-- Music (night, chaos battlt, battle line) 
•+-- Lights 
•+-- Mats in pit 
-+-- Pit down 
+-- Baggage 
+--Drop legs 
-+--Blankets 
•+-- Crown 
c+-- Actors in all pads and gloves, black 
and white shirts 
In the two hour rehearsal process, the 
group was guided through, usi1J.g outlined 
information from the pre~production 
phase. The first stop for SuJdeth was Lo 
find out the group's experience and assign 
teams. He then told them the story and had 
them choose the characters they wanted to 
play. Next the general blocking of the scene 
was quickly set with weapons assigned but 
none in hand. Properties from a predeter-
mined list were also assigned. After the! 
actors were familiar with the story and the 
.. 
general blocking, the fights were choreo-
graphed by the actors within the framey,rork 
of a specific number of counts determined 
by Suddeth. "I loved the collective creativi-
ty. The Maestro told us to find three to four 
moves and put it together. It made it our 
own," says Ian Borden of the MCW 
"Make the choreography easy," Suddeth 
added. "It's not how h,ucl you can make it, 
it's how easy you can make it!" 
Once individual moves had been set 
anJ approved, the weapon;; were added into 
thl' mix. A dummy weapon that was soft 
enough to allow for actual contact was 
included to further suspend the audience's 
disbelief regarding the lethal potential of 
the other weapons on stage. 
According to Robert \'vcst!ey of the 
AAC\Yl, "This was an advanced exercise 
allowing for a lot of freedom. He allowed 
us to explore our own ideas. He was the 
leader, bul I liked the fact that there was 
collaboration involved." 
All appeared to be moving along nice-
ly and it seemed as though the work was 
near completion; not so. A few essential 
ingredients still needed to be addcd. 
Suddeth slowed things down 10 have a clos-
er look, ensuring that a potential problem 
was not being programmed into the scene. 
Once he was confident that all was pro-
gressing in a safe and dramatically effective 
manner, simple light cues were added and 
tl1c scene wa., run at a slow pace again and 
again, gaining speed on his demand. Several 
music nacks were then introduced which 
enhanced the atmosphere of three specific 
moments and tl1e scene was run again, 
slowly. The insistence on a slow-running 
pace is a familiar choice fot anyone who has 
participated in a fight rehearsal. Given that 
the momentum of this rehearsal, combined 
with d1e light and sound cues, Suddetl1's 
irntmction to slow it way down was cssen-
td to keep the performers' adrenalin from 
boiling over. They had wanted to fly. The 
class in mass battles was jelling into a 
swelling seen-:. It was more than just a fight 
director and his actors, it was, as Suddeth 
states, "goal oriented contact improvisation 
on a mass scale," As Jason Kaplan of the 
MCW described,. "It was controlled chaos. 
He took the talents of his actors and ert;at-
ed something 1hat one man couldn't do on 
his own in two hours. It gave us a sense of 
pride in what we accomplished." 
The fights were engaging to be sure 
but the n:al siege was in the story. "lt was 
amazing," adds Jill Matarelli of the 
AACW, "that so many people could col-
laborate and come up with that piece of 
theatre." That is the basis of the business: 
to continue the ;;tory the author intended 
when the words must, for a time, yield to 
action. The greatest of them all, 
Shakespeare himsclt: admits this through 
the emotionally cl1arged Macduff, "l have 
no words ... my voice is in my sword .... " A 
fight director's job is not only to prnvide 
choreographed moves but also to furnish 
the essential argument for the actors to 
embody. That argument moves the action 
of the scene forward, bridging the 
author's plotted gap in the text. The tran-
sition from scripted text to embodied text 
back to scripted text must be a seamless 
sequence of events for tl1e audience. 
Fortunately one needs not rely on 
verbose theories like the one just read to 
accomplish the task of helping actors fully 
realize a fight. "The system that Allen has 
developed mak-:s this very pra.:tical," 
observes Ian Desmond of the AACW. 
Some additional ingredients Suddeth 
mixed in to make the process both safe 
and dramatically effective were 
1) A DYNAl\1IC USE OF THE SPACE. 
For example, two assassins ran directly up 
stage to catch a fleeing victim and then 
ran with her stage left to finish the job 
while elsewhere on stage the satne idea 
was taking shape in a different way. 
2) PROTECTING THE DEAD. Actors 
playing dead characters were imtructed to 
curl in their flngers, arms and legs to 
avoid getting stepped on as the fray con-
tinued around them, 
3) R.ECYCUNG ACTORS THROUGH 
THE ACTION. Dead characters were 
quickly pulled off stage or killed off st:ige 
so the actors could reappear a;; other char-
acters. Ten actors can give the illusion of 
greater number, if recyded effectively. 
4) TREATING EACH FIGHT SCE-
NARIO AS A UNTQUE EVENT. 
Assassinations, messy ambushes, and 
organized battles are difterent animals and 
were drafted wilh that in mind. 
5) THE USE OF SIMPLE STUNTS. 
During one of the fights :i six foot high 
fall with proper equipment wa;; used to 
contribute to the dynamic of the story. 
6) THE USE OF LEVELS. A simple low-
ering of d1e downstage lift <lid more than 
just provide a neat place to hide and 
attack from. it added another dimension 
ro the characters that used it, thereby con-
tributing to the entire story. 
7)WHEN ONE HEARS THE WORD 
"STOP!" The ground rule was to echo it. 
fo an intense rehears:tl with lal'ge numbers 
of actors, weapons, music and adrenalin, 
this ground rule is vital. 
8) THE ELEMENT OF FUN. Two of 
the performc:rs had come to the workshop 
from tl1eir n:itive Fr:ince. The h:ittlc cry of 
one group became Pampelmouse! and the 
reply from the other Cacawet! 
, When Jenny Male of the i\ACW, was 
asked what part of the process she enjoyed 
the most she replied, "The storytelling 
aspect. Allen organized us to create a story, 
we did not just come on with a bunch of 
weapons and start beating each other up." 
May we all follow suit and employ our sto-
rytelling abilities to their utmost. 
For furtl1crre~ding on t.her.tthject 0rmas, battle~ J, Allcr1 Su{l(leth's hook 
Fight Djrertingfor the Theatre is recommended, 
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JEDI MASTER 
by Jeff A.R. Jones 
Nick Gillard's stunt career began on the set of the original Stai ~n·, although he was not involved in the 1977 movie. Giffard says, "When I was first on the stunt .reg-
ister I went and visited the set." He was only eighteen when the first film was 
· released, and since then he has worked on many major projects, including Indiana Jones 
and the LdSt (,'rusade, Henry V, Aliens, Alien 3 , Tnterview with the Vampire and 7 he .ivfask of 
Zorro, aml served as scunt coordinator for films such as Se1Jen Years in Tibet and Notti11g Hill. 
One would think tint woddng on Star 1-Wtrs Episode l- 171c Phantom Menace would 
come with quite a bit of pressure; after all, the films have become a cultural icon fur many. 
"It wasn't pressure. Myself having been such a huge fun of it since a child, l was first of all 
determined to get it because it had to be done right an<l I just had to Jo it. I didn't feel a 
pressure because J took it on board myself, but J took extra ,pecial care that it looked cor-
rect, that 'it looked how it should look for somebody who's chosen that weapon." 
An<l what of that weapon, the lightsaber?" I was eighteen when it [Star ~rsl was out," 
continues Gillard, "but when I looked at it again I think all we were into was the lighrsaber 
an<l the noise it made. After three movies, au<liences are more familiar with the weapon and 
more sophisticated in t:heir expectations. I was even more determined to spice it up a bit." 
As for the technical dynamics of a weapon that does not exist in reality, there were 
c1uestions. One theory is d1at this was a weapon of pure energy and therefore without 
weight, "Well, is it?.,J think it needed a bit of gravity; the sound wouldn't have worked. 
There's a bit of weight in the sound.:' Other question~ arose from specific moments in 
the choreography. "When I cut it in half, the bit where Maul gets his cut in half, I 
thought, Jesu~, what's it made of? Is it their [the characters] .Poree coming out of them 
or i;; it light? I said to George, I want to cut Maui's in half and how do you foci about 
it? Would it affect the Force? He said, 'Do what you want,"' 
Overall, George Lucas allowed Gillard a great deal of creative control. "They gave me 
plenty of time, whiJ1 was great, in prep. l 
was adamant because it was Star ~l'.I' a.nd it 
had to he treated right." This preparatmy 
work included two months spent creating 
the storyline of the fighr. ''When you get 
the ~cript it just kind of says, 'A vicious bat-
tle ensues.' So you have fo leave poi11t A and 
arrive at point B and what you put in the 
middle is pretty rnuch up to you." Gillard 
Nick Gillan} worl<s with Ray Parle on the set of Phantom 
Menace. ©Lucasfilm Ltd. & rM All rights reserved. Used 
under authorization. Photography by Keilh Hampshire. 
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where they didn't have timL: to jump around 
too rnuch." 
His choreography aimed to keep the 
d1aracters' danger level high. "In a lot of 
Gghts you see, e.spedally when tl1ey're 
equals ... you know, one gets knocked over, 
then theee is a little look, then he knocks the 
other one. T didn't want that .... They knew 
what they were up against; they knew that 
finally they'd met something that could kill 
them: there was no quarter giyen," 
The final battle with Qui-Con jinn, Darth Maul & Obi-Wan Kenobi (Liam Neesot~ Ray Park, Ewan MacGregor), Fight, 
by Nici< Gillard ©Lumsfilm Ltd. & ™ All rights reserved Used under authorization. Photogmphy by Keith Hampshire. 
Although the fights were designed to be 
fast and furious, Gillard endeavored to keep 
them refined as well. "In this situation, it 
would be so eai;y to go overboard ... But this 
work shouts to be controlled, subtle. The Jedi 
are doing the moves they h:1Ve to in order to 
survive. The realism in the fights tones the 
fighters down to a human level. Their moves 
wrote many versions of the: story for each in<livi<lual fighL. "Some 
of them arc so long you've got to consider the characters well, since 
there's no dialogue, and the character has to make his move accord-
ingly." The characters and story also drove the creation of the Jedi 
style. Gillard wanted them to be equals and wanted to create a style 
that would let thern fight 'balls out." 
"The Jdi style was a mishmash of every 6tyle there was. I 
mean I wrote it in epee." But he found a need to expand bevond 
the basic attacks and defenses of epee. "I had to invent other kinds 
of moves .. ,I had my own system.,, Gillard added approximately 
twelve Lasic attacking and defending moves. The moves incorpo-
rate the technk1ues of epec:, kendo, and rapier, and owes some of 
its style to tennis and tree chopping. As he also mentions, the Jedi 
are characters who have chosen a sword, a short-range weapon, to 
use in a world of blasters, "The Jedi would have to be well-skilled 
indeed not only to surviw by using such a weapon, buL to excd 
with it. They would necessarily have many ways of both attacking: 
and defending." Thus, Gillard also had to create moves not 
known in the real universe, such as using the Lightsabcr to deflect 
incoming laser blasts. 
In addition to creating a basic style of weapons work, Gillard 
had to create the world of etiquette and mystique tlut surrounds 
the dueling to give it the feel ofan old martial art form. When the 
Jedi fight Darth Maul, who has all the same powers but fights for 
the dark silk of the Force, they must work harder to preserve their 
goodness. "On the Jedi side, it would be inelegant to use tricky 
moves that were devious, even though Darth Maul would focl no 
such restriction and would break etiquette." Thus Gillard created 
rules rhat the heroes had to follow to maintain their place with the 
good side of the Forcc and allow Darth Maul to seem even more 
villainous. In essence, he created a justification for the notion that 
good guys just do not fight dirty. 
Gillard also had other reasons for establishing such rules; it 
allowed him to hep the dynamic of the fights in a specific realm. 
"There could have been a tendency to go 11.fatrix-like, for wam of a 
better word, and to have them leaping up in the air, floating, and 
ttsing those kind of Jedi power, and I've resisted it as much as I 
could just because of the peril. I always think if you can do those 
kinds of things; you !mow; if you can leap up thirty foet and land 
on a balcony and fire the Force with your hand there's no peril. It 
should have been, it always looked to me, lih a gut&T sword fight 
The Fight Master --,--+-, Spring/Summer 2000 
arc limited; they havc Jedi powers but they are not super heroes 
with magic abilities. They are mote like you. They could lose. Aud 
that makes you feel more for them, I hope." 
Having established sLyle and rules for fighting based 011 
characterization, story, and dynamics, GiUard then set about 
defining character through the fight. "I wanted them all to be the 
same, but edgy, different, so the Sith, Darth 1v1aul, could do pretty 
much what he wanted. He might do something out of etiquette. 
Qui-Gon Jinn would always do the right thing and be really eco-
nomical with his moves. Because Obi-Wan later trains Anakin 
Skywalker who becomes Darth Vader, I thought there could be a 
slight llaw, mentally, in Obi-Wan. Physically lie would. be fantastic, 
but he might have a tendency to lose it somewhere, that it touches 
just a little bit on losing control." 
"This element of backwards history, since the movie is a 
prequel, drovc much of Obi-Wan'~ fight 1>tory just because he 
trains Analcin, who becomes Darth Vader; there must be a gene 
wrong. When he fights with Maul after Maul kills Qui-Gon, I 
wanted you to see that he goes a bit mental." 
Gillard further explains that even through the high-speed, 
chess-game compkxity of the figlu, he is most pleased with the way 
the fights support the story. "It's all subtle, ao.d T suppose no one 
wm ever notice tl1is sort of tl1ing, but every fight has a story struc-
ture in it. Each confrontation is about the warriors learning what 
they are up against, learning about their opponents. And the moves 
of each charactet grow specifically from that character's nature, 
their position in relation to the light and dark sides of tl1c Force." 
Gillard created these fights originally with his stunt team in 
England before Lucas came for filming. "When he came to 
England, by tliat time I'd have shot tht:m on Hi-8 and I'd show 
them to him or he'd come down anLl he'd look at the rehearsals 
and anything he didn't like or he thought was too violent, we'd 
change or take out." Some of the footage of his team can be seen 
on the Star Wars official web site. "When 1 ran it with my guys, 
it was wicked. But compromises had to made while teaching the 
actors. I had Ewan for m:tybe ten rehearsals before :tnd Liam for 
not many at all. Fortunately, the actors came with prior experi-
ence. Here, when tl1ey're at drama school, they get fencing les-
sons and things like that. They both picked it up really well. 
They picked it up so well that they were able to match speed with 
any of the stunt performers with whom they rchcarscd."\Vhich 
I 
I 
. ! 
was a good thing. "The only time we used 
doubles was whe11 Obi-\Van falls off of a 
walkway and lands on another one ... That 
was like a hundred foot fall, so we used a 
stunt guy there, and they somersault over a 
void at one poin1; we used doubles for the 
two Jedi there, but Ray ,ve never doubled." 
Ray Park, the actor playing Darth Maul, 
was actually hired through Nid< Gillard .. As a 
martial aaist who has becn uaining in 
Chinese martial arts since he was seven 
(including Mt Shu and Northern Shaolin 
Kung Fu, to name only a couple), Park was 
certainly qualified. "When we started the 
movie, Rick McCollum, the producer, asked 
me to get somebody to play that part as it was 
so action oriented and little dialogue. 
Actually they asked me to do it ... but I 
couldn't do it because there was just too 
much else to do. I called Ray in and shot a little fight witl1 Ray and 
showed it to G~orge and George s:1id that he'd be perfect." 
One challenge for Gillard and the actors was creating fights 
for scenes that would later be populated with digital chal'actcrs, 
such as when the Jedi battle with droids, Gillard had to coordinate 
noL just regular sword moves, but ali.o tl10se moments when the 
Jedi use their lightsabers to deflect a laser bolt into anotlicr target. 
"I worked with Industrial Light & Magic (TLM) quite close-
ly on the deflecting shots ... wc had reference droids, so we had 
guys in white suits that we'd run the scene with before, .. we could 
line everything up right. What I would do on my computer, I'd 
do a little plan of where the droids were coming from ,me! what 
order they would be hit or deflected by the characters ... also 
where they would end up on the floor and things like that, and 
then T'd give tl1at to lLM so they could .see. The reference droids 
would obviously not Le there when we did the shot. ILM would 
be able to see exactly where they we;·c going through, and exact-
ly where the ~word would be going througb the droid and exact-
ly where the deflection could go. For the actual shots, the actors 
had to rely purely on their imaginations for their opponents." 
Ewan MacGregor described some of these sessions in detail. 
Ewan MacGregor works on a jump to be used against 
digitally created opponents in The Phantom Menace. 
©Lucasfi/m Ltd. & ™ All rights reserved. Used under 
author/mt/on. Photography by l<eit/J Hamshere, 
"Nick kept 
telling me how 
important it 
was w be very 
sharp and very 
quick because 
they would bc 
coming from 
all over the 
place, and also 
that I needed 
to look at 
where they 
were coming 
from. I waved 
my lightsaber 
around, but 
Nick said my 
movements 
needed to fol-
low my eyes, because you havc to see the laser bolts before you 
can block them. So it's a lot about your eyes, and your making 
everything look sharp and precise, We worked it c1ll out, and it 
mrned out to be just great. 11* Gillard's job during filming these 
takes was to "intensely watch the shape of their lightsabers just 
to make sure it was in the right place for when that laserbolt 
hit it or how it sliced a droid or created a moment that ILM 
would finish later." 
ILM had other effects on Gillard's work. Digital effects 
technicians completely removed th~ need for some stunts to be 
pcrform.:d by human stUntmen. Early in the movie, the Jedi 
drop from a high air duct to tbe ground. The stunt was created 
entirely digitally. Gillard, who at the time of this interview had 
not seen the movie due to its later release in England, was as yet 
tmaware of many such moments. ILM found references other 
than Gillard for stunts that were digitally created, such as the 
massive Gung:an battle. 
The film is said to have digital effects work done on ninety-
five percent of the shots in the movie. Rumors existed of taking 
an actor'!; face from one take and digitally blending it with the 
body from another take. Yet Nick did not use this as part of his 
work; "no moments existed when a stuntman was filmed wit:h 
plans to put another actor's head on later. They [the actorsl real-
ly did do all of it." 
Whether this type of technology will free stunt coordinators 
to do bolder, more dose-up work (afo.:r all, they could put d1e 
!cad's face on the stuntman's head 'in post production) or 
whether it will cause other repercussions (stuntmen's work could 
become claimed by the stars whose faces appear in the final 
footage tnaking stuntmen more anonymous, or worse, stunts for 
whole: films coulc! be performed digitally with no n..:ed ofhum,m 
skill) remains to be seen. 
As for Gillard's work since Star 'Wars; he worked on Tim 
Burton's film Steen Hollow, and his future work will include 
something mysterious: 'Tm just about to do a good one, but I 
can't tell you what it is." 
*Additional infol·mation nnd quotations from the Ofl1cial Star Wflrs Website c-an be found on wwvv,st;n-
w:irs.coni. Lucisfilm Ltd., 1999, 
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LIVE ,JJCTIDR ERTERT.ilRmERT 
by John Robert Beardsley 
l ike all other industries, live action entertainment is an animal unto itself Whether it is theme park, ca~ino or large one-night extravaganzas, it is a mixture of many 
different specialties and dependent on budget concerns as well as artistic choices. 
If put together correctly, it can be a truly entertaining spectacle with a really theatrical 
pay ofL It can also, in the scheme of Lhings; make one a cotnfortabk living. A performer 
working two 10 four days a week can m,tke betv1·een thirty to fifty-thousai1d a year plus 
benefits, depending on the company, show and one's skills. 
Action Attractions have a performance style that is large on movement and limit-
ed on dialogue, That does not mean ir does not have strong theatrical impact. It also has 
a film quality if it is established conectly and <lirectecl in thaL ma1m<.:r. Unfortunatdy, 
many times it lacks true theatricalit\• because of the corporate/marketing involvement, 
A great opportunity for incredible growth exists for people who can make the transition. 
The audition process for action attractions is unique and goes something like this: 
First: the individual must look thi: part. If so, directors then look to see that the au<lition-
ee has some of th<.: skills necessary as well as the athletic c1biliLy and focus to pick up other 
skills quickly. If one passes this test, :rn acting audition is next, along with diving, staged 
combat and stunt auditions. All the:;e are separate and all n::ferences are checked, The first 
thing asked and it is usually the first question asked of the references is, "What are they like 
to work with?" This quesci.on docs not usually apply to skill levd but rather to attitude. If 
the auditioner has the skills, the candiclatc might get Lhe job but ifhc is not extremely flex-
2.6 The Fight Master---+-- Spring/Summer 2000 
ibk and able to give one hundred dghty 
percent the word will get around fast. 
To have a special skill is indeed a 
must but a person also must have other 
skills to complement his specialty. The 
actor should not g<.:t stuck having only 
one area or skill such as staged combat. 
He needs to find his interest and strengths 
and then continue to vary his skills. 
Working with many people at perform-
ance speed in large arenas using a lot of 
s,vord work or staged com hat can quickly get 
very boring to the general audience. Big and 
simple is usually the case and it should be 
complem1;.nte<l with something dse ~uch as 
stunt~, highfalls, pyrotechnics, and illusions. 
The audience today ,vants more-
much more. Imagination is the keyl Where 
can a person take those skills on which he 
has spent so much time and money? The 
audience wants to be enL<.:rtainell and thq 
want it fast! If the actor has two and one-
half minutes to say something with action 
on a theatrical stage, one can figure needing 
to accomplish tht: same or bigger payoff in 
ten seco11ds in an action attraction. The 
audience does not want a history lesson or 
a demonstration of the history of the 
sword. Leave that for the classroom or lec-
ture rooms. The general public will not pay 
the ticket price unless they arc entertained. 
Usually there is much competition 
between shows to gather the crowd and the 
audience is restless; it is many times hot or 
cold and the att<.:ntion span is short. The 
actor should continue to hone his skills 
and forther his knowledge in staged com-
. bat skills, but also broaden his scope in 
other areas as well. 
Final Mission, which was recently 
directed in J;1pan, cast two professional 
kick-boxing champions, two world-class 
gymnasts, three world-class high divers, 
four young seasoned professional stunt 
show performers, an au<lio-visual special-
ist and waYe-blaster specialist. Even 
though they needed to sword fight, in the 
overall scheme of the production, it was 
very little. In most arenas, if something 
needs to be cut it will probably be the 
fight director, since producers can have 
the stunt arranger do it or the director. 
Final Mission was an American cast. 
During the rehearsal period (which was 
eight to ten hour, a day for three wceb in 
Las Vegas, then sometimes longer days for 
three weeks on the set in Japan), th<.: cast 
trained and shared skills as the show devel-
oped. Th..: caot was a strong unit of skilled 
professionals, all skilled in something clif-
fercnt and sharing their knowl-
edge. All the cast members had 
the talent and cooperative atti-
tude to share and they were 
able to pick up skills very fast. 
As the director becomes 
more aware of the cast's indi-
vidual talents he can utilize 
them in the production, train-
ing and script. The cast took 
pride and ownership in their 
pro<luction and bonde<J togeth-
er as a unit. By the time the 
company arrived in Japan, they -
were tough ensemble of work-
ing actors and looking good. It 
mad<.: all the <liffcrencc as to 
how they were treated Md the 
att..:ntion the company received 
helped the show grcttly. Four 
shows were performed each day 
witl1 the cast receiving standing 
ovations. The Japanese produc-
Explosions, Jumps and dives are com-
mon fare in action entertainment, as 
in this production of Final Mission. 
Fight direction by J, R, Beardsley, pho-
to, provided by Beardsley. 
er, an old and respected TV producer in 
Japan, who got his start in old Samurai 
movies, recognized the skill and training 
in the sword choreography. 
The action was always surrounded by 
music, pyrotechnics, and .,pecial effects 
with a heavy emphasis on stunts. Ir has a 
very high danger level but as in staged com-
bat the cast was prepared, so that injuries 
are limited. Most shows weri:: twenty min-
utes in kngtl1 and were p<.:rfonned any-
where from three to five times a day by a 
single cast. This required a veiy different 
kind of stunt than from film. lt must be 
durable and repeatable on a regular basis. 
Tlie ensemble was performing fifteen 
Performers 
were encouraged to 
learn several roles 
and there was 
always a swing that 
learned all the roles 
in each cast:. The 
wear and rear on 
everything is a 
major problem from 
weapons to com-
puters. Pyrotechnic 
dust eating gels and 
actors lungs, rusting 
of swords an<l main-
tenance with all 
shows per Jay 
using three casts 
doing five shows 
each. Many times 
in that situation 
several various 
floating cast mem-
bers are used in any 
given day. There-
fore, the danger 
level and difficulty 
in consistency and 
quality is ongoing. 
As many as eight 
casts performed the 
smne show through-
out the run: Always 
an A and B primary 
team, then it filters 
clown from there. 
weapons, explosive <levi:;es, sow1d .,ystcms 
arc always in need or attention. Body mikes 
need very specific treatment and use. In 
Japan guns are not allowed so electric 
pyrotechnical devices that looked like guns 
were used which were extremely heavy and 
most had cords. They had to be masked 
from the audience . .Actor ready systems were 
used. This is a computer that has all tl1e 
music, special effects, stunts and sound 
effects on oue continuous program, which 
arc all set with special ready hutlons for the 
actors and if they are not ar the right place 
at the right time, nothing will happen. 
Sets are a vt:ry special and interesting 
place in this type of entertainment. They 
need to be weather and stunt proof, with 
padded areas, and non-skid surfaces on 
everything the performer grabs, walks or 
falls from. ~Final Missio1t actors worke<l in 
wate1~ so they got wet as they 
performed, This resulted in a 
problem for costumes: How 
docs one dry and maintain cos-
tumes-especially footwear? 
Going into water can mean car 
infections, as well as feet infec-
tions. Footwear was a very spe-
cial problem that had to be 
overcom..:. Ultimately, the .,et, 
costtunes and actors were so 
moistme proof, that the per-
formers never missed a show 
even in pouring rain, and it is 
guaranteed tu rain in Japan in 
the summer. The pouring rain 
even added to the atmosphere of 
the show and the actors loved it. 
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SWOITDFL11I In DflilCE nnDTTTE l1USICJ1L STflGE 
by Alexander Dilts 
and Derek Ware 
Dallet and swordplay have common roots. Some of the earliest dances 
were sword dances. Ancient Greek 
writings speak of Pyrrhic dances for the 
warrior training in SVvordplay. In the days 
of the Franks and the Goths, the sword or 
Jagger was used both as the insu·ument of 
sacrifice and as an emblem of the rnak 
scx-Mgan and was adopted as the link 
itself in the circular sword dance of ~pring 
and became part of the annual cycle. 
The first organize<l teachers of 
swordplay who pre sell ted their ~kills to 
the public at large rather than to the 
nobility were jugglers, pantomimists 
and sword dancers who traveled with 
troupes of mummers (actors who 
mimed in mask or disguise) from town 
to town. They performed sword dances 
and mock combat for the dramas, then 
would give a few lessons on the side. As 
students of mumming know, the sword 
fight and the dance arc an integrnl part 
of this style of drama. 
The three types of mumming plays 
are: the Wooing Ceremony, the Hero 
Combai, and the Sword Play. All three 
types contain one common core of ,tction, 
the death and resurrection of one of the 
characters and the show beginning with a 
sword dance or bujfe~-. le is obvious to 
draw the conclusion that chese dances of 
the Renaissance had their mots in the cer-
emonies of some ancient nature god. The 
stock characters of these plays were: fool, 
hero, old woman, recruiting sergeant, sol-
dier, doctor, young maid, Beelzebub (the 
devil), and the ldng. Most sword fights 
were between the fool or hero, the recruit-
ing sergeant, and the Icing. 
The bujfens or buffims were related to 
the Morris and Fastnachtspeil dances and 
the English mummer plays. In Italy, they 
were called Mattachines. These dances 
portrayed mock sword fights between 
good and evil and were an integral part of 
the ballets of the period. Certain authori-
ties have tried to prove the source of these 
dances is the Pyrrhic dances of ancient 
Greece, however, their form reveals ves-
tiges of sacrificial agricultural rites of 
northern Europe.I 
A modern production of Carol/ha Ballet's Romeo & Juliet incorporates dancf' into Tybalt (Marin Boieru) 
and Romeo's (Timour Bourtasenkov) fight scenes. Fights by Jeff A.R. Jones, photo by Barbour Photography. 
Since the mummers were both swordsmen and dancers, it followed that they com-
bined the foot and body movement of both of theii- developing arts. It is easy to under-
_,tan<l why the first steps of classical ballet were adapted from the stances uf swordplay 
of the period 1500-1600. 
Certain schobrs of dance assert that true classical ballet was developed in the court 
of Louis XIV late in the sixteen hundreds. However, about a hundred years earlier, in 
1580, the first ballet was performed in the court of Catherine de Medici. This ballet was 
called Ballet Comique de lei Reine. Its choreography blended French and Italian country 
and court dance steps of the period, with a touch of the formalized moveme11ts of 
SVvordplay. The first effort at dance notation was done by Cesare Negre in his Nieove 
lnventioni Di Bali of 1604 and contained some of the foot diagran1s found in books 
which described the Spanish Mysterious Circle approach to swordplay. 
In 1660 Louis XIV, a noted dancer and fencer in his own right, founded L'.Academie 
rle lvfusique et de D,tnct which evolved into the Paris Opera as it is known today. At tlie 
King's command, young noblemen were taught dancing and the art of fence. The prin-
cipal weapon used was the transitional rapier and later the smallsword. Also at the King's 
command, an effort at dance notation was made by Roulauger Feillet in 1700 called 
· Orchesvgraphy or the mt of dm1cing by character. The text useJ a great deal of fencing 
terminology. 
By 1671 the two arts had begun to go their separate ways, each retaining similari-
ties in basic body placement. for example: 
FENCING 
En gatde 
Salute 
High Evade 
Lunge 
Brdlestra 
BALLET 
Second Position-Grand Plie 
First Position 
J:lourth Position 
Lunge 
Second, Re/eve, Croise, Deuelojie, Tornbe en Lung,· 
Early ballets, which were little more than dancing pantomimes, often included 
rapier or broadsword drills, e.g. in Loves of'Mars and Venus by Jahn Weaver in 1717. 
Later choreography displayed less pure <lance such as Sporoh's Faust (1848) and Luigi 
Manzotie's Spoi't (I 897). Though this type of spectacle usually meant more drama than 
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Although ballet and swordplay parted ways, 
shades of fencing can still be seen in rnoclcrn /Jal/et, 
such as the impression of the salute in First position, 
shown by Christopher Rudd. 
dance, it could and did include swordpla)' 
at some point in the story line. 
Following the lead set by Louis XIY, 
almost every major European court had its 
aca<lemy of dance and tence where nobility 
and sponsored dancers were trained. In 
Europe the art of fence has continued as a 
major element in dancer's training. This was 
not true in the United States especially after 
1900. fu a result, no American choreogra-
pher has used swordplay in ,l new ballet. 
for sword fights in a ballet, one has to 
see one of the five principle versions of 
Romeo and Juliet which have been per-
formed all over the dance world especially 
in the United States. In all these choreogra-
phies the dancers stop dancing as they fight. 
The first attempt at adaptation to 
dance of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet was 
Leonid Lavrovsky in 1940 for the Kirov 
State Theatre in Leningrad. It was revised 
by the Bolshoi Ballet in 1946 and brought 
to the U.S. in 1950 where the athletic 
swordplay received fuvorable reviews. 
In 1943 Anthony 1udor's narrative 
approach was done in one long act at the 
American Ballet Theatre in N~v York. The 
ballet called for two fight scenes-a melee 
with the whole cast fighting with a broad 
selection of weapons and a later street scene 
with Romeo, Tybalt and Mercurio. This 
effort was followed by frederick Ashton's 
one act, eleven scene version in 1955 which 
was first performed in Copenhagen. John 
Cranko did his 1958 choreography in 
Milan, Italy with three acts like the original 
Russian version. Kenneth Macmillan 
staged a version at Sadler's Wells in 1965 for 
Rudolph Nureyev and Margot fontaine. 
Nureyev later put on a revival at the: 
London Festivetl Hall in 1977 where be 
actually used a fight director, B.II. Barry, 
with mixed results. Unfortunatelv there is 
no record of who staged the fights for the 
other versions of Romeo and Juliet. 
Other noteworthy ballets that 
included swordplay were written by 
European choreographers, many of which 
have since been performed by United 
States' ballet companies. Visible signs 
exist that somc of these ballets show less 
than perfect: knowledge of swordplay. 
Ninette De Valoise's creation of 
Checkmate was presented at Sadler's Wells 
in London in 1937. The choreography 
consistc.:d of the Black Queen and R<.:d 
Knight waving papeHnachc swords at 
each other without solid purpose. True, 
the Red Knight dies superbly, but the 
blade work would have been sounder with 
steel and more elaborate cut work. The 
Though not identical, the ballet lunge, shown by 
Christopher Rudd, and the fencing lunge display the 
same roots with distinctly di(ferent evolutions. 
opposing pawns could have engaged in an 
interesting sword drill at the opening. The 
ballet, in some critic's opinion, is one act 
too long and is best ended with the death 
of the Black Knight. 
Another ballet which could have used 
the addition of a simple broadsword fight 
to enhance the story line is Le Combat (The 
Duel) by William Dollar which was first 
presented in 1949 as a pas-de-deus with Les 
Ballet de Paris. It was re.staged in New York 
with a cast of four in 1950. The plot has the 
three knights fighting wid1 the Saracen girl 
warrior. In the existing pictures from the 
production it is not clear exactly what the 
dancers are doing except for some lunges 
and at least one good balkstra. 
Antony 1udor's La Gloire was first 
presented by the New York City Ballet in 
1952. It does a fair job of a short Httmlet 
fight scene with foils. This does not com• 
pare with Robert Hdpman's 1942 ballet 
interpretation (not an adaptation) of 
Shakespeare's Hamlet first performed by 
Sadlet's Wells in London: nu duel per se, 
rather people arc stabbed with daggers 
and swords. 
In 1959 Roland Petit, a famed 
French choreographer with his group 
B,dlet de Paris at the Alhan1bra Thcatn:, 
staged his ballet interpretation of Cyrano 
De Bergerac with plastic rapiers. Critics 
greeted the ballet with reservations but 
hailed the danceJ duding. 
Even the classic Three lvfusketeers was 
made into a ballet by Flemming Flindt in 
1966 at the Copenhagen Ballet Center. It 
enjoyed many non-danced sword fights. 
The Russians in Leningrad had an earlier 
versiou in 1964 by A. Drnkovsky but not 
much is kno,vn about this effort. 
Other ballets which presented some 
actual sword fighting were: Bluebeard by 
Michd Fokine, first presented in Mexico 
City in 1941 and later in New York, has 
two separate duels; Revenge by Ruth Page 
first shown at Les Ballets des Champs Rlysees 
in 1951, which was revived in New York in 
1955 and has one good Juel. 'Jjl 
Eulempiegcl by George Balachine first pre-
sented in 1951 at New York's Ballet Theatre 
has a fairly good comic duel. Picnic at 
Tintagel by Frederick Ashton first shown at 
the New York City Ballet in 1952enjoyed a 
broadsword fight between the K:ing and 
'fristram. Sadly, no source of information 
has been forthcoming as to who was 
responsible for staging the sword fights in 
the above ballets. lt is dear that many of the 
choreographers and principal dancers in 
these ballets had training in fencing. 
The event most often singled out as 
the starting point of the American music 
cal stage was Lhe dancing and singing pag-
eant called The Black Crook. It was first 
presented bv the Impresarios Harry 
Palmer and Henry Jarrett in 1866 at 
Niblo's Theatre in New York and enjoyed 
many revivals up until 1890. The high 
point of the evening in this play was the 
duel between the Amazon and the Black 
Crook which was choreographed by M. 
Hus. The performa.nce was also en-
hanced by a French ballet troupe in pink 
tights that had been stranded in the 
United States and were only too happy to 
find employment. This work was even 
exported to England.around 1870. 
This ballet/musical set tlie p,1ttcrn for 
the development of musical comedy ar1d 
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i the dancing chorus lines in the 
United States. From that time 
on U11til 1900, few were the 
musical revues that did not 
introduce swordplay into the 
choregraphy of the prindpals 
or chorus line. In 1891 
Reginald De Koven intro-
duced the first successful comic 
opera or operetta called Robin 
Hood. It had a modicum of 
swordplay hy the Merry Men 
Chorus. De Koven did it again 
in 1892 with The Fencing 
Master at the Casino Theatre. 
It starred Marie Tempest who 
did quite a fow trouser parts 
and had been trained in fenc-
ing by Jacoby, a New York 
fencing master. She had earlier 
performed in other similar 
musicals such as The .Red Hussar in 1890. 
Parallel to the growth of the American 
musical scene were the very successful 
English Music Halls, with their versions of 
operettas and pa11t:ornimes. Such theatres 
as the MajestY, the Drury Lane and the 
Gaiety had continuous offerings of musical 
shows, practically all of which, at least 
before 1900, had chorus lines. Again and 
again swordplay was included to liven up 
the dances. Much of the teaching fell to trd 
hoc assistance by noncommissioned ,;word-
masters ot British Cavalry Regiments, sup-
plementing thdr incomes. 
The first musical pantomime, or 
panto, on the English stage was written by 
John Weaver in 1702 and was performed 
at the Drury Lane. lt was called Tavern 
Bil!?ers. Most modern pantos were written 
between 1771 and 1841. At least half of 
them included a sword fight. The most 
famous of the panto dance masters was a 
Giuseppe Grimaldi. He had been trained 
in dance and swordplay in ltaly anJ was 
brought to England by David Carrick to 
be ballet master at the Drury Lane. James 
Byrne, an English ballet master, intro-
duced tight-fitting costumes to the part of 
Harlequin for the classic commedia de! 
arte and worked out fresh stage business 
and fights for English performances. 
English pantomimes were never real-
ly accepted in the United States. David 
Garrick tried with Mother Goose in the 
late seventeen hundreds. The art was 
killed by facial comedies ( elaborate 
expressions) which pleased American 
audiences. George Fox did manage in the 
mid-eighteen hundreds to stage the ballet 
pc1ntomimes Red Gnome and School 
Master in New York with some success. 
At least thirty percent or higher of the 
Broadway musicals were successfully 
imported from England betw<.:en 1868 and 
1920 including Gilbert and Sullivan 
operettas, the Peter Pan musical, London 
Gaiety Burlesque Theatre shows and Lydia 
Thompson's musical vehicles with her 
troupe of girls in pink tights. They had 
been trained in .England in ~ordplay and 
used this skill with fair frequenc,,y, In 1904 
J. M. Barrie created the musical play Peter 
Pan at the Duke of York Theatre. It has 
been restaged in England and the United 
States almost every decade since. The first 
Peter was Nina Boucicault who set the pat-
tern of a girl with good legs doing a trouser 
role and fighting a duel. A. W. Warde was 
responsible for setting the first: fight. 
Vaudeville, like the English Music 
Hall, came from the Industrial Revo-
lution, i.e., entertainment for the masses. 
Tony Pastor was the fast to offer varii.:ty 
acts in New York theatre in l 880s that 
was suitable for the family audience. In 
this period of the late eighteen hundreds, 
at least four touring groups, all imported, 
put on stage duels and sworL! ballets in the 
United States. For example, C Engle-
brecht & Speranaze (a man and girl act), 
The Castronies (two women and three 
men), Eeddy Maczi/s <Jypsy Band (large 
mixed group) and Die Original Wiener 
J:,cchterinnen Unter John Hartl (twelve girl 
fencers from Austria). 
Burlesque, a venerable insitution, was 
founded in the United States by Michel 
Leavitt in 1880 by creating lvfme Re11tz's 
Fem,zle lvlinstrels. AB mentioned 
previously, Lydia Thompson 
and her blonds from .England 
showed their skill with the blade 
in many a pi.nktights dance. In 
the mid-eighteen hw1drcds, lit-
tle difference existed between 
burlesque, vaudeville and the 
music hall in that the average 
show consisted of a whole series 
of acts ,md one-scene comedy 
dramas. By 1900 burlesque in 
the United StateB evolved into 
what is known as sliin shows. 
After 1900 displays of 
~worJpLty in musicals were 
few and far between but not 
unknown; such as one of the 
chorus acts in the Ziegfeld 
follies of 19.31 at the Winter 
Garden Theatre or wl1en the 
famous Radio City Rockettes did a fenc-
ing rum in 1951. An excellent swordplay 
scene with the famous dancer Jose Limon 
and chorus in Jimmie Durante's 1940 
Keep off the Grass was presented. The 
famous fencing duo of Bella and Joanna 
De Tuscan set the fight choreography and 
did a fighting turn themselves. Halanchine 
arranged all the dance choreography. 
Operettas were fairly popular in the 
1920s. The Red Robe at the Shubert 
Theatre in 1928 was a swashbuckler with 
the chorus joining in, On this same 
theme, was the musical version of 1 'he 
Three Musketeers with Rudolf Friml com-
posing the music and Albertina Rash stag~ 
ing the dances and fights. This also 
arrived on Broadway in 1928 and was 
exported to the London's Drury Lane in 
1930. In 1929 Noel Coward staged in 
London a musical drama called Bitter 
Sweet which included a good rapier fight 
in the last act. The show was later export-
ed to the U. S. in 1930. For all practical 
purposes swordplay left Broadway for 
Hollywood in the t\"!enties. 
Swordplay has a definite place in the 
art forms of ballet and musical theatre. lt is 
clear that this combination provides excite-
ment, moveruent, and audience appeal. 
NOTES . 
l·1his d<1rnmL11l rch1t('S tlw qructurc of 1he chrn1~ogr,1pby a111l the musk 
of this Janee is byTltoinotArbcau pub!ishecl in F.roncein 1589. lt was for~ 
tu11atel) wprillll'd in hancc in lSSS by L1ure Pv!lta. In 1925, the famous 
dance advocat-e Cytil W. l3eawnont published the first English uanslation 
fiorn th(· med1.;v,il F1cncl1. This rr.111slation was 1,:peatc,,l in Jl_l'J8 by Lady 
M11.17 S. Evans. Finally, in the sixties Julia. Sulton published a rework of 
L.11.!y EY.1ns' di01ts1 adding rnore lmi:oricU not1.·~ ,md J,mcc LLbanocuion, 
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by Michael Chin W hat was billed as a 20th Anniversary celebration and the last NSCW of the millennium certainly did not disappoint. This workshop, which was the 
eleventhACW and tl1e :;cventh i\ACW consecutive workshop at UNLV, had 
rhe staff reminiscing about the past and looking forward to the turn of the century. Although 
once again in the Nevada desert, it was impossible to tell by the weather that one was in the 
desert. Even when deluged by serious rainfall, which ldt parts of Las Veg-as flooded, the sixty-
six students who participated in both the ACW and AA.CW were not rained out. 
For the no:;talgically inclined, four memb..:rs from the original workshop were in atten-
dance. SAFD founder~ David Boushcy and Erik Fredricksen, who taught at the originc1l. 
workshop, returned tO spearhead the advanced actor combatant workshop. Fight Master 
Drew Fracher, who was a student at the first workshop twenty years ago, taught quarterstaff 
in the ACW and Single .Sword in the AA.CW and Fight Director Chuck Coy!, who was also 
a student back in 1980, returned as Head 'leaching Assistant and Assistant Workshop 
Coordinator. If not for last minute business opportunities, the NSC\V would have includ-
ed Fight Masters Joseph Martinez and J. R. Beardsley and former student Ian Rose. 
Speaking of returns, the workshop was highlighted by the return of Certified 
Teacher Michael Anderson, who not only participated in the ACW but received th.: 
Examiners' Award for Excellence in Unarmed in his skills test along with his partner 
J ,eland Burbank-no small feat when it is remembered that Michael's llfe almost ended 
three years ago following his freak vehicular accident. 
New and exciting curriculum was introduced to both workshops in 1999. For the 
first time in the: hi~tory of the NSCW, in;;tructorn other than Fight Masters were invited 
to teach at the workshop. Fight Director John McFarhncl led a vocal workshop and Fight 
Director Payson Burt t:1ught a Proximity Fighting Workshop in the .AC\Yf. Fight Director 
Chuck Coyl taught da~ses in falling and aikido in both the ACW and MCW, and 
Michael Chin taught a Shao/in Staff/Spear (Quarterstaff) Skills 'fest for the MCW. 
The AA.CW was unique in that the fourteen studellls were exposeJ to dght testable 
skills weapons. They r..:ceivecl training in the old standards: rapier & dagger, unarmed, 
broads,vord, sword & shield and smallsword. In addition, thev also, for the very first 
time, received itiotruction in knife fighting taught by Dale Girard, single sword taught 
by Drew Bracher and Shaolin stafttspear. 
The Al1.CW took on an international flavor as French students from Vichy, Eric Chabot 
and Florencc Corre, attended. Florence won Best Fcm,Je Actor/ Comh1tant in the MCW 
For the fourth year in a row the workshops were preceded by the increasingly popular 
Fight Directors' Camp. This is a. four-day conference open to all Fight Masters, Fight 
Directors, Certified Teachers and invited guests where the participants meet, work out and 
exchange ideas. And as in the past, the FDC was a huge :;uca.:ss. 
Speaking of success, Weapons Night, once again proved to be the highlight of the work-
shop as Lewis Shaw, American Fencer's Supply; Neil Massey and Mark Allen, who stole the 
show with his fancy whip work, did their best to arm fighters, both beginners and advanced. 
And as a reflection of the growth of the .SAFD, no less than six regional workshops were 
advertised that night. 
3.2. The Fight Master --+-• Spring/Summer 2000 
A :;pecial tlianks goes w Lewis Shaw for 
his generous clonarion of a beautiful dagger 
for the Dagger Against Death Raffle which 
helped raise over $400 for the Fighting For 
Life, Broadway Cares/Equity Fights .Aids 
campaign. Th..: SAFD is a prou.d participant 
of this verv worthv charity. 
On ; subdu~d note, the James Finney 
Memorial Award was instituted at the 
workshop. · fhe award was created w honor 
the memory of Fight Director James 
Finnev, a fallen coturade of the SAFD who 
succu~bed to heart failure this past year. 
The award is given for perseverance in the 
face of seemingly itmirmountable odds. 
This inaugural award was presented to 
AA.CW stude11t Jlll Matat·elli whose father 
passed away during the workshop. Jill 
returned home ::md then came back and 
completed her training. 
Business was discussed this past 3Ulll-
mc1· and a number of exciting things are 
planned for this vear's 2000 NSCW. An 
Intermediate Actor/Combatant Work~hop 
is scheduled to be initiated as an extension 
of the ACW In addition plans are under 
way to incorporate the Celebration Barn 
Workshop in Maine as a Fight Director's 
sanctioning workshop. One can look for-
ward to this year's 2000 NSCW. 
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Supvliers & Services 
Indus,ion in thi:; listing is pro,,:laet ai, a paid servi does ~1ot represent l,:ndor8c:,ine1:1t b7 the S.l\FD 
Atlanta Stag~ Combat Studio Sword and Anvtl, Inc. 
~459.D Meaclvw Rldie Laue, Stevl;}Vau~hau 
Montgomcry,AL3G117 3400 Broadway, 
(334) 244•0604 Alexander, NY 14005 
www,it'ilgeeombat.e(Jm (7l6) ;591.,;367;3 
Weaporn rentl!!, instruction, choreogntpl1y, Custottlhroads:words 
.adjudioadon, WOJ.'kshops 
· The A.1:mow·yf 
Ame1•lcan Fencers 'hupply 
U 80 .Jlo~om. Stt:A¢t, 
S.atl Fxi,µicisco1 C:A. 94103 
(4:15) 863-1911 
WWW,amfe11¢¢,cl}n1 
Ca.t,tloP avaiJable 
Arms and Armor 
. U{)l Stin,..on Blvd.NE, 
Min11-eapo!H, MN ~5413 
.(G12) 3'131-4$473 
. www;,\qn~,.eoJn 
Custom wenpofis, c~tal6~ ava:ilaMe . 
FloCGhi Swotd Gutlery 
305 Eaijt State Stree,t, 
Athens, Olf 45?'01 
(74,0) )~3""2QJ 
. Custom w,;:1pons 
Triplette Couipeddon Arms 
l ()1 East Main Street, 
Ertdn, 'NC 28621 
(;},6) 83~7774 
W\yW,t~ipkite.c;;gm, 
Crttalog ,niailah~e 
V~~an's Fo,,:~~ 
Lewts Shaw, P(·oprtetoi• 
301! ,Sh,ani:i..m.l ))rive, 
--,,~,"''""--- ,,.,, J,Wdmore, MP JJ213 
'f \; ' (,410) 321-6519 
o.nni~@aol.~om, 
'ori~ of Choice 
a,CA92083 
7);22(l.;2Rii,5 
s &Pum1 comb;1t and dress 
i:entalll, catalog available 
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!}·CENE: 
REPORT FROM ENGLAND 
by Scot Mann 
•~· Z- tve· 'let.he Big Dance in Vegas occurs, t.he Big Dance in England rocks on across t.he 
~ 1 • "'i · ' · pond. · fhe Sixth Annual British National Stage Combat Workshop was held in the 
<'• .P--;z "~- ', _ , he.art .otLon.don's Theatre Dim-icl July 26 chr~ugh August~- 1999. Particip~rn from 
~REL~~~l ,' ( ,L '"'' Rnghnd, Spam, Ireland and even a couple of expatl'late Y,nks tramed for seven, fun ftlled 
,·""' 
0
''"; .rf,...,,,,, 1 hours a day in broadsword, unarmed and rapier and dagger with quarterstaff and sniallsword 
" .,,- ' ~ KVJ~!l'o~<---)· added for those seeking advanced qualifications, 
/:·.t"\,,.,,. ,: Week one focused on the ba~ics of stage combat where excited newcom<.:rs took the 
.,:;,----.r""-i.-- .. -_;;, plunge into serious (with a ~mile) stage combat training ancl veteran combatants took on the 
challenge of new techniques and challenging choreography. While a test was in the offering at the end 
oft.he workshop, the focus was stage combat as a performance skill, and a tool to examine the acting 
process. After a welcomed weeke11d of rest (for much needed sleep and more frequent visits to the pub), 
participants and .i.nstn.ctors buckled in for a wild ride in Weck Two. 
Meanwhile, Londoners paused outside the City Litemry Institute building to ponder the ringing 
of broadswords from the basement studio, the riotous unarmed knaps and cries of pain from the third 
floor, and the cacophony of quarterstaff mayhem descending from the roof studio. The roof studio pro-
vided not only a stunning view of London, hut a ready audience from the upper floors of homes and 
offices surrow1ding the an.:a, Luckily, no Bobbks were sent to investigate while the stu(knts focused in 
on Friday's performance. 
The svtashbucklers of the British National accepted the challenge and produced a series of well-
executed scenes which were adjudicated by Wolf Christian, BASSC Examiner and Equity Registered 
fight Director. Of the twenty-two students who took part in th~ final day performance, ,ixteen al.so 
decccd to tal,c the BASSC Skills Profici~ncy Iest, with ten attaining Ekmentary statlls, fae lntermedhce 
status and one well-dcocrvecl Advanced ,tatus. 
With smile~ and ce1tificates in hand, insttuctors 
and participants were off to the pub together; a 
tl'ad.ition carried on from day one of the wol'kshop. 
The level of compet-:nc-: th-: students 
attained in the two-week session was impressh-e. 
Styles of teaching and choreography always vary, 
which is the richness of the stage combat world, 
but through the carefol coordination of teachers 
Richard Ryan, Dret Yount and Philip d'Orlcans 
each class session reinforced information from the 
previous session while creating a foundation for the 
class to follow, Even the structure of the daily 
watm-up routines reinforced techniqut:S that 
wowd be m-:d later in the day. It was a privilege co 
bca part ofthetcc1ehingroster for theSi,;th J\nnual 
British National Stage Combat Workshop. While 
the flagship workshop of the SAFD is sailing in Las 
Vegas, another tight ship is being run across the 
pond offering a professional levd of ,raining to 
British and European brothers and sistets of the 
sword. Then again, with its ties to the SAFD, one 
would expect no less from the British Academy of 
Stag· e and Screen Combac. 
·+ /in, 
Custom Swords for Stage Combat 
Engineered for Du.rabillty and Ease of Maintenance 
Historically Accurate & Well Balanced. 
These 'One of a Kind' Weapons can be Designed 
• Using your designs or research 
• Using my designs, (cheerfully rendered) 
• With full sea.le drafting 
• With a choice of blades 
Specializing in Swept Hilted Rapiers, Daggers ef Small Swords 
Also Av4ilable; Broadswords, Shorwwords, Comb4t Pole Axes & lr,tpt#:t Weapon$, 
Shields & Bu~kkrs, Scabbards, /JlQod Daggers 
Orders filled prom}!tly • Re1ttals • Portfolio & ,References Available 
· FIOCCfll SWORD CUTLERY 
PHONE: 740-593-4263 • 74Q-593-5645 pm· 
E-.MAII..: flocchi@oak.cats.ohiou.edu · 
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by Scot Mann 
A maze of instructional informa-tion is available on the web, in 
print and on video for the bud-
ding whip artist. When one receives 
requests for written instructions for getting 
started with the whip, one shoulcl first be 
referred to the person:il attention of a qual-
ified coach, then to the helpful world of 
instructional video tape. But which one? 
Thre<.: videos w<.:re revkwed for this 
article: Whip Cracking Macie Fasy with Alex 
Green, hosted bv M:uk Allen; Bullwhip 
Basics, The First 6 Lessons with Anthony de 
Longis, and Art of the Bullwhip, various 
artists, ho8ted by Mark Allen. 
Whip Crctcking A1adc Easji features the 
instruction of Alex Green, a man wit.h a 
lifetime of experience with the whip, veter-
an of hundreds of television and film proj-
ects (including t.he whip work in the 
Banderas' Zo/'/'o), and thous;tnds of live 
performances. The production quality of 
this video is excellent, and the information 
is presented iti a clear, easy to follow man-
ner. Mark Allen and Alex Green exhibit the 
various whips aYailable on the market 
today, and offer helpful suggestions for 
choosing a whip. four basic techniques are 
covered from diHerent angles, including 
overhe~1d and helpful :;top-action diagram-
ming, and slow motion sequences. Green 
teaches several beginners on the video, who 
have volunteered bravely for the task. 
Safety goggles securely in place (let that be 
a lesson to every beginner) Green demon-
smites with each volunteer just how quick-
ly one can learn to crack the whip without 
lashing themselves needlessly. A great value 
is seeing Green's hands on approach as this 
fills any technical holes that migh1 occur in 
the viewer's understanding. Short clips of 
demonstrations from various artists give a 
taste of what is possible with the whip and 
Green demonstrates an excellent multiple 
crack series at the end. Whip Cracking 
Made Rasy has vaJue for the beginner for its 
over all camera coverage of each technique, 
Green's style is a fast action and very wrist 
oriented, a method that has served him 
well. However, it does lacls an overall expla-
nation of the body's relationship to the 
action of the whip, which is teadily seen in 
Green's excellent technique but is not 
explained in the video. 
Bullwhip Basics presents the instruc-
tion of Anthony de Longis, professional 
actor, fight director, whip artist and 
instructor (Batman Returns among his 
many credits), De Longis presents a 
unique style of whip work developed over 
his many years as a professional. The 
video lacb the more technical production 
values of the Whip Cracking Made Easy 
offering, but makes up for this with De 
Longis' useful and well thought out 
breakdown of th<.: actions involved in the 
basic whip cracks. The philosophy 
involved in Bullwhip Basics is a direct line 
bdween the whip's aligoment and that of 
the body. There is a clear physical orienta-
tion to the work of the whip starting from 
the feet and extending to the whip's 
length. De Longis creates smooth transi-
tions from one technique to the next, 
enabling the viewer to see a relationship 
between whip actions that appear very 
different from one another. 'fhe explana-
tions are somewhat drawn out in demon-
strati on, but give the ;iewcr ample 
opportunity to study the specifics of the 
techniques. DeLongis' style is unique, 
dynamic, extension oriented and is a 
marvelous tool to add to the arsenal of 
any whip artist or instructor. Bullwhip 
Basia is probably the clearest explanation 
of technique a beginner can find. 
As a live action performer, a fighter 
may use a combination of these whip 
techniques according to the task at hand. 
Green's technique certainly produces a 
consistently louder crack, while still using 
a relaxed technique, which m:ikes sense 
since, along with his movie credits, Green 
performed in large arenas, De Longis' 
technique is slower, lighter approach that 
produces greater accuracy and a lighter 
sound. It is a film and television oriented 
technique, When performing in a three-
thousand seat house with a full orchesua 
in the pit, Green's approach should be 
used. When working in a small house, for 
film and video and for cutting and preci-
sion tasks, the De Longis approach should 
serve very well. 
After mastering the basic; of either 
video, one may do well to order a copy of 
The Art of the Bullwhip hosted and featur-
ing Mark Allen, and a host of incredible 
whip artists, who make their living in the 
world by the skill of their lash. Whip 
work offers a myriad of possibilities of 
style and artistry. This video will supply 
any aspiring whip artist or life-long expert 
with fuel for artistic fire. The video also 
fratures ,l tt.:rriGc interview with David 
Morgan, maker of ,he so-called Indiana 
Jones Whips, and he relates a detailed his-
tory of the whip with stunning examples 
of whip making from around the world. A 
favorite is the rhino hide version from 
Africa. This is a video that should be on 
rhc shelf of anyone inter<.:sted in creating 
stunning whip sequences after mastering 
the all important basics. 
l'(fhip Cracking Made Easy and 
Art of the Bullwhip 
$19.95 each plus $5.00 shipping 
The Mark Allen Company 
800-858-5568, or (702) 873-1100 
9 a.rn.-5:00 p.m. Pacific Time 
Bui/whip Basics, The First 6 Lessons 
$25.00 plus shipping and handling 
Anthony De Longis 
PO Box 3333 
Hollyvvood CA 90078-3333 
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JANUARY 1999 
January 21 Columbia College, Chicago, IL 
David Woolley Richard Raether 
lames Carlson RD UA SS BS 
joy Ronsladt RD UA 
Brian Hammc1n RD UA SS BS 
Mandy H.arbut RD UA 5S BS 
1:rin Carlson S&S QS SS-EAI: 
Kevin Murphy S&S QS, SS 
Jesse Jackson RD UA SS BS 
Angela Fazio RD UA BS 
joey Honsa UA 
Sarah Losey RD QS S&S-EAE 
Sam Munoz RD QS S&S-EAE 
Vladimir Grocic UA BS-EAE 
David Saleh UA BS-EAE 
!anuary 29 
Gregory Hoffman 
Thomas C. Turner 
VIDEO 
Drew Frachcr 
RD UA 
FEBRUARY '1999 
February 8 Single Action Theatre at 
The Actor's Gym, Chicago, IL 
Chuck Coyl 
Sabrina Lloyd 
Molly Neylan 
Steve Lewis 
Jennifer Lewis 
!omllhan Goldm,111 
Sarah Losey 
Brenda Kelly 
Gregory Larson 
Richard Raether 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
February 8 Winter Wonderland Workshop, 
Nicholas Sandys, Chicago, IL 
Aaron Anderson Richard Raether 
David Schmidt RD UA Renewal 
Cliff Law.son RD UA Renewal 
!ulie Lockhart RD UA Renewal 
February 25 
Bruce Lecure 
Tim Bell 
VIDEO 
Drew Fracher 
RD,UA 
Aiming carefully, the Nurse (Karen Norris) quiets 
Mercutio Games Carpenter) in Oregon Shakespeare 
Festival's Romeo & Juliet. Fights by Christopher Villa, 
pholo by Hank Kranz/et: 
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio February 28 
Scot J, Mann 
Michael Gray 
Brian Egon Smith 
Kimberly Jurgen 
Allen Hooper 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
February 28 Atlanta Stage Combat Studio 
Scot J. Mann 
Matthew von Redlich 
Paul Crook 
Marcus Durham 
Jaso11 Arrnit 
MARCH 1999 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
March 20 Dueling Arts Int'! San Francisco 
Gregory Hoffman Drew Fracher 
Me1:1an Rice RD UA BS 
Nil<kya Williams RD UA BS 
Gwynne Flanagan RD UA BS-EAE 
Artie Bergeron RD UA BS 
Andrea Weber UA BS 
Mall Blankenzee UA BS 
Charles Scott Chapman UA 
March 26 
Richard Ryan 
Kelly l<ramer 
Marymount College, London 
Drew Fracher 
BS S&S 
Phillip D'Orleans 
John Mitchell 
Caroline Reck 
Rachel Schwartz 
Serah Rose Roth 
l<elly Elliott 
Elizabeth Turkel 
Christine Abbamonte 
Monica McShane 
Jennifer Schuchert 
Cassandra Pisieczko 
!elana Woodward 
l<rbly Maynard 
Ann Sorce 
Kathleen Wyatt 
Jennifer Bryan 
APRIL 1999 
RD UA BS S&S SS 
RD UA SS 
RD U.A SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA S5 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA 55 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
April 12 Roosevelt University, Chicago, IL 
Chuck Coyl Richard Raether 
Barbara Zahora UA 
Jennifer L Fuller UA 
llknur N. Ozgur UA 
Ivan Andres Vega UJ\ 
Brent Cullen Frost UA 
Kalen Austin Allmandinger UA 
M, Angela Ryan UA 
Penelope Ursin UA 
Jeremy Lucas UA 
Jeff Shannon UA 
David Chrzanowski UA 
Joe Falacco U/\ 
Dustin Jon ayres UA 
Shawn Cook UA 
July Smith UA 
Valerie Dorizas UA 
Nick Levinger UA 
Sarah Elesh UA 
Kathlyn Williams UA 
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Aprll 17 
Scot J, Mann 
Drew Reeves 
Eamon Glennon 
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA Renewal 
RD UA Renewal 
April 19 The HARTT School of Drama 
Dale Anthony Girard David L. Boushey 
Mrn in Ireland UA-EAE 
Michael O'Karma UA 
Robert Martin UA-EAE 
Jack McIntire UA-EAE 
Keir O'Donnell UA 
Melissa Roth UA 
Justin Mccaffrey UA 
Dawnielle Thornburgh UA 
Selh McClellan UA-EAE 
Aaron Richey UA-EAE 
Wesley D. Chiha UA 
Brittney Morgan UA 
Hannah Mello UA 
Maxwell Williams UA 
Wil Fisher UA 
April 23 
Brent Gibbs 
Amy Bowman 
Chip Boyd 
Mickey Burdick 
Julie Dosse\man 
Jennifer Fisk 
Saul Friedman 
Kim Goldman 
Ross Hellwig 
Michelle Lane 
Melissa Lone 
Jeremy Myerson 
Michael Sean Nickerson 
Kyra Selman 
Ryan White 
Ravi Gahunia 
Tale Allen 
April 26 
Erik Fredricksen 
Aral Basil Gribble II 
lames A. Fraunfelter 
Michael Spatafora 
Phillip Pirkola 
julia Siple 
Krista Braun 
Jon Gentry 
Kris Chung 
josh Parrott 
Univer~ity of Arizona 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA 13S-EAE 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS-EAE 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS-EAE 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
University of Michigan 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA Renewal 
April 30 Southern Methodist University 
Bill Lengfelder Drew Fracher 
Dennis Walkins UA 
Joel Gerard UA 
Tiania Graves UA 
K,C. Fee UA 
Jennifer Turner UA 
Teneese Thomas UA 
Kenyon Ad,1ms UA 
Jonathan Frey UA 
Tucker Deal UA 
1 
I 
Mark Snyder UA 
Andra Buschmann UA 
Heide Shen UI', 
Michael Griggs UA 
Bonnie Brentley UA 
Mary Elizabeth Ellis UA 
Marika Mashburn UA 
Jamie Richards UA 
Sarah Franke UA 
Kelsey !<ling UA 
l'aul Lima UA 
Matt Hawkins UA 
MAY 1999 
May2 College of WIiiiam & Mary 
David "Pops" Doersch Dale Anthony Girard 
Matthew Shallenberger RD-EAE UA-EAE QS 
Tim Cunningham RD-1::AE UA-EAE QS BS 
Anna Lane RD UA QS-EAE All 
K.C. Stage RD UA QS-EAE All 
Tom Costello RD UA QS 
Maggie Kettr,ring RD UA QS 
Darcey Donohey RD UA QS 
Sha11non Flynn RD UAQS 
Czerton Lim RD UA QS 
Arthur Rosenberg RD UA QS-EAE All 
I<evi 11 Kratzke RD UA QS-EAE All 
Holly Scoll UAQS 
Chris Daily UAQS 
Fawn Nonaka UAQS 
Monalisa Arias QS 
Eric Shank UAQS 
Kyle Hicks UAQS 
Mary Wilson UAQS 
Russell Rinker BS 
May 3 Lee Strasberg Theatrical Institute 
J. Allen Suddeth Dale A. Girard 
Till Wolter UA 
Suz,rnne Engo UA 
Samantha Saint UA 
Marcel Simoneau UA 
Claudia Deba UA 
Jeff Allen UA 
Masahiro Susawara UA 
Paola. Amaro UA 
Lornzo Brusasco UA 
Maile Wokoeck U/\ 
Mays University of Illinois, Champaign/Urbana 
Robin McFarquhar David Woolley 
Megan Alban RD UA QS 
Amanda Amadei RD UAQS 
Christian Anderson RD UAQS 
Sean Aquino RD UAQS 
Kevin Asselin RD UA QS 
David Beeman RD UA QS 
Tiffany Boeke RD UA QS 
Keith Bolden RD UA QS 
Betsy Capes RD UA QS 
Danforth Cornim RD UAQS 
Monifa M. Days RD UAQS 
Crystal Dickinson RD UA QS 
Stacy Freeman RD UA QS 
Shanola Hampton RD UA QS 
Anthony R. Lapalio RD UA QS 
Nicole Matth RD UAQS 
Desiree Maumus RD UA QS 
j.W Mordssctte RD UAQS 
Krista Motley RD UAQS 
Jeffrey Nauman RD UA QS 
Tom Reed RD UA QS 
Heather Saliny RD UA QS 
Fabio Serafini RD UA QS 
Dan Tartar RD UA QS 
Dan Wolfe RD UA QS 
Alex Zielke RD U/\ QS 
T;J 
:I 
I 
May6 Temple University 
John Bellomo J. Allen Suddeth 
Joh11 Lopes RD UA SS 
Bryce Lennon RD UA SS 
Ellen Ferris RD UA SS 
Andrew Woldschmidt RD UA SS 
Christopher Shonk RD UA SS 
J,D, Jackson RD UA SS 
Jennifer Cote UA 
Saundra Bouchie UA 
May8 New Mexico State University 
Tim Pinnow Erik Frederickson 
Stephen Bradley Schlllin() RD UA BS-EAE 
Shane Bennett· RD UA BS-EAE 
Laura t'vlontes RD UA BS-EAE 
Daniela Vestal RD UA BS-EAE 
Ed Kruis RD UA 
Anthony j, Perotta RD UA BS 
Tamara M. Carruthers RDUA BS In musical form, Capit6n Ramon (Albgrto S,tevqns) 
Richard Luna RD UA BS pleads for mercy from Zorro (Richaid White)· fri 
Jennifer Watkins RDUA BS Theatre Under the Stars' Zorro: The Musical. 
Jocelin Messenburg RD UA BS Fights by Brian Byrnes, photo by Craig H. Hartley. 
Leah Lynnae RD UA BS Milrk Schryver RD UA BS 
Kristin Nelson RD UA Angela Bonacasa S&S 
Amber Hammonds RD UA BS Faye Horowitz S&:S 
Tara O'Keefe RD UA BS Emily Herrelko RD UA GS Jesaida Gonzales RD UA BS Jimmy Schwertner RD UA BS Russell Wait RD UA BS-EAE Sandy Van Bremen S&S Jason Ruslemeyer BS David Dean Hastings S&S-E/\E Maria Jordan RD UA 
May 10 Niagra UniversJty May8 ACT (video) 
Steve Vaughn J. Allen Suddeth Gregory Hoffman Dale Anthony Girard 
Jim Budig RD UA BS Kevin Mcintyre RD UA QS 
Andrea Weber RD Scott Poiley RD UA QS 
Bruce Cole RD-EAE UA-EAE SS QS Sarita Scllwlndler RD UA QS 
David Mendelsohn RD UA BS Josh Bradley RD UA QS 
Johr1 Epperson RD UA BS Pascal ~risina RD UA QS 
Johnny Moreno RD UA BS Derck Roland RD UA QS 
Doug Nolan RD UA BS Denise Payne RD UA QS :I Durand Ga1·cia QS SiS Andrea Ligamari RD UA QS 
Matt Blankenzee QS SiS Christina l<iepper RD UA QS 
:~1 Mike Polak QS SiS josh Fast RD UA QS Markus Porter QS SS Dennis Keefe RD UA QS ·, 
Shane T. Stokes QS SS David Avery RD UA QS 
;I Louis Colaiacovo RD UA QS 
Mays Penn State University Jim DeVivo RD UA QS 
Mark Olsen ),Allen Suddeth 
Gabrial Grilli RD UA QS May 13 University of Houston 
Brad White RD UA QS Brian Byrnes Drew Fracher 
Tatiana Vujoshevich RD UA QS Pippa Winslow RD UA BS 
Mark Light-Orr RD UA QS Ja~on Douglas RD UA BS 
Jay Hooper RD UA QS Christopher Lewis RD UA BS 
Debornh Curtis UA 
Daniel Magill RD UA BS QS-EAE All 
lames Burke RD UA BS 
Keith Hitchcock RD UA BS QS-EAE All 
Ignacio Villa RD UA BS 
Cesar Alexander Castillo RD UA BS 
May9 Fights4/New York University 
Catherine Pine RD UA BS 
).David Brimmer, Michael Chin, Tina Gramann RD UA BS 
Robert Tuftee, Ricki Ravltts J. Allen Suddeth April Strahiln RD UA 
Campbell Bridges RD UA BS Kristi Sharp RD UA 
Nicole Godino RD UA BS S&S Quinn Wiseman RD UA 
Al Foote Ill RD UA BS S&:S-EAE All joshun Morrison RD UA 
Karen l<omornik RD UA BS 
Toby S. Pruett S&S Mj'\y 14 Boston University 
Mary DeMichelle S&S Ted Sharon Dale Anthony Girard 
D.W. Jones RD UA BS Dan Benko RD 
Gabriel D. Silva RD UA BS John Yarwood RD QS 
M<1ry Molloy RD UA BS Jon Dcbaise RD QS 
Anne Foldeak RD UA BS Ethan Van Awken RD QS 
Ray A Rodriguez S&;S-EAE Andrew Sneed RD QS 
Barbara Brandt S&S-EAE Alessandro Colla RDQS 
J. Holt RD UA BS Dan Davis RD QS 
Kaveh Harian UA Stacy Eddy RD QS SS BS S&S 
Jared Hoffert S&S-EAE Susan Main RD QS SS BS S&S UA 
Dan O'Driscoll S&S-EAE Adam Dworkis RD QS 
Mac Brydon RD UA BS Eric Rubb RD QS UA 
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May 15 
Charles Conwell 
Brendon Gawel 
Lis« Rinaldi 
Ben Powell 
l<atherine Pangara 
David Fehr 
Ahren Potratz 
Summer Sattora 
Rose Petrecz 
Christopher Haig 
Christorher Giles 
Christopher LeShock 
John DeVinnie 
joseph Pisapia 
Geoffrey Kershner {Adv) 
Robin Rothman 
May 15 
Bruce Lecure 
Sara Perry 
Jeremy lvlossrnan 
David Secor 
Bryan Manley 
Julia Newby 
Steven Goldsmith 
Andrew Goldenberg 
Erisa Byrd 
Adam Caldwell 
Lucie Wood 
Matt Moore 
Michael Belker 
Secin O'Tool0> 
Grant Berakovitch 
Lill Corn 
Gabriel Mass 
Ben Camble 
Adam Weiler 
Alissa Jeniza 
University of the Arts 
J. Allen Suddeth 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS QS SS 
RD UA BS QS SS S&S 
RD UA BS QS SS S&S 
RD UA BS QS SS S&S-EAE 
RD lJA BS QS SS S&S-EAE 
RD UA 
University of Miami 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS-EAE 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
UA BS 
UA BS 
UA BS 
RDUA 
UA BS 
UA 
May 17 NC School of the Arts-Studio 1 
Payson Burt, Scot Mann Dale Anthony Girard 
Anthony Parent UA 
Ashley Davis UA 
Bill English UA 
Brendan Cain UA 
Bryan lsacks UA 
Chandler Parker UA 
Charlie Sargent UA 
Christie Cole UA 
Jeremy Mills UA 
Jhodessa Reimer UA 
John Halbach UA 
Jonath;:in Beach UA 
Jonathan Gould UA 
N~Brewcr ~ 
Kevin Wheatley UA · 
Kevin Wong UA 
Paul Whitty UA 
Raymie Wolfe UA 
Stephan Perl1ac UA 
Stewart Carrico UA 
Tarah Despain UA 
Taylor Roberts UA 
Ted Schneider UA 
Tim Krawczyk UA 
W'ill Janowitz UA 
May 17 NC School of the Arts-Studio 2 
Payson Burt, Scot Mann Dale Anthony Girard 
Aubrey Deeker RD UA 
Carrie Specksgoor UA 
Christy Pusz UA 
Eric Trader RD UA 
Jeremy Weaver UA 
Jim Ryan RD UA 
Mando Aalvarado RD UA 
Melissa Lee 
Molly Feingold 
Sari.lh Almond 
Teli Cardaci 
Todd Spicer 
RD 
UA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
UA 
May 17 NC School of the Arts-Studio 3 
Payson Burt, Scot Mann Dale Anthony Girard 
Kalie Barko RD UA 
Danielle Long RD UA 
Jordan Simmons UA 
MyraTybault UA 
Chris Cordon RD UA 
Liam Gearity 
Julio Madera 
Aaron Nagler 
Joshua Park 
Reynaldo Rosales 
Travis Smith 
Moriica Francisco 
Leigh Pittard 
Mike Abbott 
Jon Davidson 
James Hurdle 
Andrew Morris 
Aaron Parrish 
Cosmo Pfeil 
Waylon Walts 
May 18 
J. David Brimmer 
Anthony V. Deluca 
Tracey Lincoln 
Christopher J. Zaczek 
Thomas Donnarurnma 
Peter Weisenburger 
Patricia Logue 
Tami Myers 
Christopher G. Roberts 
MaylS 
Michael Chin 
Mark Von Sternberg 
Warin Epstein 
Christopher Lueck 
Ronald Desuze 
John Harlacher 
Enrique Fonseca 
Alexis Alexander 
U1\ 
RD UA-EAE 
RD UA 
UA 
RD UA 
RD UA-EAE 
RD UA 
RD UA 
UA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
IIDUA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
Brooklyn College 
J, Allen Suddeth 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
Brooklyn College 
J. A.lien Suddeth 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
May 18 
Geoff Alm 
Nell Dawson 
Kimberly Atkinson 
Jennifer Cozza 
Saffron Henke 
University of Washington 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
UA BS 
RD UA BS 
In a final bout, Hamlet (David Hussey, left) escapes 
Loertes (Nick Sundys) in Hamiel Quarto One at 
Fort Worth's Shakespeare in the Park. Fight 
Direction /Jy Nick S011dy1, photo by Buddy Myers. 
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Dawn Roberson 
Mark Kuntz 
Cri.lig Bachman 
Ron Simons 
Matt Seidman 
RD UA BS-EAE All 
RD UA BS 
RD UA 13S 
RD UA BS 
Colleen Raney 
Christina Hardin Juarez 
RD UA BS-EAE All 
RD UA GS 
UA BS 
May 21 
Michael Kirkland 
Kate Lonergan 
Krissy Dunkle 
Aaron Wexler 
Angie Willic1ms 
Elliot H,mdler 
Paul Gallo 
Shawn Heirert 
Kutztown University 
Barbara 'Burgess-Lefebvre 
Jack Letevbre 
Joesph Martinez 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
LJA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA jon Horowtiz 
May 21 
Mark Guinn 
Jacki Blakeney 
Ketih Conway 
Nathan Lemoine 
Jillie Eves 
Scott Gilbert 
Jennifer Nelson 
Marcus Lane 
Qui Nguyen 
Rex Austin Barrow 
Christina Northrup 
Thomas Nealeioh 
Collin Brown 
Louisisana Tech University 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA QS Renewal 
RD UA QS Renewal 
SS SiS 
SS SiS 
SS SiS 
SS Sis 
SS SiS 
BS S&S 55 SiS 
BS S&S SS SiS 
RD UA BS S&S QS SiS 
RD UA BS S&S QS SiS 
SSSiS 
May 30 Cincinnati Conservatory of Music 
k Jenny Jones David Boushey 
Carrie Elizabeth Adams RD QS 
Dominci Bogart RD UA QS 
Patrick Ferlage RD UA QS 
Joanna Tycan RD UA QS 
Randy Sullivan RD UA QS 
Cina Ramsden RD UA QS 
Emily Schnurr RD 
Scott Ticen RD UA QS 
Nathan Stuart Roderick RD UA QS 
. Adam Mclean RD UA QS 
Joe Levesque UA QS 
Matthew A. Pyle S&S SiS 
Gina Cerimele Mechley S&S SiS 
Beth Harris S&S 
JUNE 1999 
June 3 
David Wooley 
Vladmir Grocic 
Nicole Weisner 
Angela razio 
Brian lvlor~an 
David Lawrence 
Ann Marie Nommesch 
Anthony Br·uno 
Columbia College 
Richard Raether 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
SS QS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
US BS 
RD BS 
RD BS 
RD BS 
David Saleh 
Rick Molinari 
Kevin Murphy 
Lynn Dunleavy 
Peter Talbot 
Brian Hammar, 
Clayton Faircloth 
Jess Hill 
Joy Ronstadt 
Sarah Losey 
Erin Carlson 
Sam Munoz 
Jim C1rlso11 
RD SS-EAE 
QS 
S&S QS 
S&S QS 
S&S QS 
RD UA BS SS-EAE All 
RD UA BS SS-EAE All 
SiS-EAE 
SiS-EAE 
RD S&S SS QS-EAE All 
S&S QS SiS-EAE All 
·r 
I 
j 
June 6 
Bruce Cromer 
Keegan Boulton 
Adroa Fletcher 
Josh Garland 
Jonah Keel 
Janine Kyanko 
Mike Mueller 
Nicole Scherzinger 
Aaron Stiles 
Liz f-itt:. 
Chrlstylynn Lingo 
Elena Monigold 
June n 
John Cashman 
Wright State University 
David Wooley 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS-EAE 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RIJ UA SS-EAE 
· RD SS 
RD SS 
RD SS 
Denise ;\lessandria Hurd 
Orlando FL 
J.R. Beardsley 
RD UA BS 
June 16 Walnut Street Theater School 
John Bellomo 
William j. McKeon Ill 
Alex James 
T. Anthony Marotta 
Mike Davidson 
Paul Knox 
David Woolley 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SIS 
June 17 Freehold Theatre Studio Lab 
Geoff Alm 
Jen Taylor 
Pat Peterson 
Andrew Peters 
Gwenylh FJlt 
Jesse Hinds 
Casey Clark 
Beth Pel erson 
RD UA BS 
RD UA 13S 
RD UA BS 
RD UA GS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
June 19 
Colleen Kelly 
Lavin Keith Jr. 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival 
Reese Phillip Purser 
John Nagle 
Charlton David James 
Tracy Liz MIiier 
Zachary Fischer 
Regan Thompso11 
Eric Shelfer Stevens 
Sheffeld Chastain 
Noel Velez 
Jennifer Thomas 
Salvatore Gioduno 
Matthew Cody 
Tarah Flanagan 
Timothy Tait 
June 20 
Greg Hoffman 
Artie Berema n 
Gwynne Fla11nagan 
K. C. Perkins 
Kelly Lynn Williams 
Thimas lsao Morinaka 
Michael Ng 
Andrew M. Utech 
David F. Kleist 
Lisa D. Niemczura 
Nicole Tessier 
Hank Maccaslin 
LurJna O'Malley 
Jose Antonio Ochoa 
Eric Dixon Burns 
JuLv 1999 
July 6 
Mark Guinn 
Sean Arnold 
Callie S. Mcl(ee 
lvlegan Cooper 
Bret Koppln 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS-EAE 
RD UA QS-EAE 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
Hawaii (video) 
Drew Fracher 
S&S QS SS SiS 
S&S QS SS SiS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA 13S 
RD UA BS 
QS SiS 
QS SiS 
UA BS 
RD BS 
UA 
UA 
Blue Jacket 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
Defending her honor, Jennifer Zukowski durls Isaac 
Lynn at the Colorado Shakespeare Festival. Fights by 
Geoffe Ken/, photo provided bv Jennifer Zukowski. 
Kc1ty Kennedy RD UA QS 
Aaron Huesman RD UA QS 
Benjamin Patch RD UA QS 
T11ylor Valentine RD UA QS 
Pete Fitzkee RD UA QS Renewal 
Kathy Biesi11ger RD UA QS Renewal 
David Biesinger RD UA 13S S&S QS SS SIS 
Fabio Augusto de Souza Pires RD UA BS S&S 
QS SS SiS 
Marcus Lane BS S&S-EAE 
Dave Early SiS-EAE 
July 12 
John Paul Scheidler 
Iris A. Lyons 
John Curtis 
joc C. Evans 
Lee Crouse 
B,uton Pitchfor-d 
Beckley West Virginia 
Joseph Martinez 
UA 
UA 
UA 
RD UA Renewal 
RD UA Renewal 
July 30 National Stage Combat Worl<shop 
University of Nevada-Las Vegas 
D, Boushey, D. Fracher, Boushey1 Fracher, 
E. Fredricksen, D. Girard, Fredricksen, Girard, 
J.A. Suddeth, D. Woolley Suddeth, Woolley 
Jeff Ackerman RD UA BS 
Chris Adolph! RD UA BS 
Michael Anderson RD UA-EAE BS 
Leland Burbank RD UA-EAE BS 
Tiffany Burris RD UA 
Harry Caldwell RD UA BS 
Cameron Carlisle RD UA BS 
Theresa A. Carson RD 
Nick Cotton RD UA BS 
Charles Allen Cox Jr. RD UA BS 
Brandon Dobbins RD UA BS 
Alain Gaillard RD LJA BS 
Tanya Gorlow UA BS 
Ty Hewitt RD UA-EAE BS 
D,rniel Holabaugh RD UA BS 
Rian Jalrell RD UA BS 
Mil<e Kennedy RD UA BS 
Sally l<enyon RD BS 
Matthew Kepler RD UA BS-EAE All 
Alan Marasigan RD Uf\-EAEBS 
Michael O'Steen RD 
Laura Napoli RD UA BS 
Jessica Pill more RD UA BS 
Gerry Schooler RD UA 
Todd Michael Ross RD UA BS 
Doug leis Taurel RD UA BS 
Perry Self RD UA-EAE BS 
ThomJs Taylor RD UA BS-EAE All 
Michael Timm RD UA BS 
Drew Vidal RD UA-EAE BS 
tvlatt Woody UA BS 
Leraldo Anzaldua RD UA BS QS KN-EAE 
Samantha Bellop10 RD LJA BS QS SS S&S SiS KN 
Angela Bonacasa 
Ian Borden 
Barbura Brandt 
Nicole Callender 
Vince Carnillo 
Er-ic Chabot 
Florence Corre 
RD Ui\ BS QS SS S&S 
SiS-EAE KN-EAE 
RD UA BS SS S&S KN 
RD UA BS QU SS-EAE SiS l<N 
RD UA BS QU KN 
RD UA BS SS S&S KN 
RD UA-EAE BS-EAE 
QU-EAE S&S-EAE KN 
RD UA-EAE BS-EAE 
QU-EAE S&S-EAE KN 
Ian Desmond RD UA BS QU 
Al Foote 111 RD U/1 BS 
Dominique Goldbar RD UA BS 
Andrew Hayes RD UA BS QU SS S&S SiS l<N 
David Dean Hastings RD UA BS QU SS SiS l<N-EAE 
Stewart Hawley RD UA BS SS S&S KN 
Doug Hurley RD UA BS S&S l<N 
Jason Kaplan RD UA BS SS S&S SiS KN 
Jenny Male RD UA BS QU SS KN-EAE 
Jill Matardli RD UA BS QU SS-EAE l<N-EAE 
Jim Neeley RD UA BS SS S&S 
Sarah Losey l<N 
jeff Thomason RD UA-EAE BS QU 
SS-EAE S&S SiS KN 
Roberl Westley Im UA-E;\E BS SS l<N-EAE 
AUGUST 1999 
August 7 Havoc Unlnc. Murphfreesboro, TN Video 
k Jenny Jones Richard Raether 
Allison Beth Melton BS LJA RD 
john Dee Worley BS UA 
Margaret Brown BS UA 
Lucas Robbln~-Hunl RD UA BS Renewal 
August 24 Bard Alley Studio, Cincinnati, OH 
k Jenny Jones Richard Raether 
Matthew Pyle UA RD QS Renewal 
Adam McLean BS 
SEPTEMBER 1999 
September 20 National Conserv. of Dramatic Art 
Mlchael Johnson, Jamie Cheatham, 
Brad Waller Dale Anthony Girard 
Sarah Eron UA 
Michael Standifer Ui\ 
Chris Batchelder UA 
Deanna Williams UA 
Jennifer Knight UA 
Jeri Fisher UA 
Patrick Cadigan UA 
Roger Diaz Echeandia UA 
Rhona Carter UA 
Avril Washington UA 
Melanie Tulum RD 
l<evin Inouye RD 
September 27 
Scot Mann 
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio 
Jason Armit 
Wm. Michael Gray 
Drew Reeves 
Brian "Egon" Smith 
Kimberly Jurgen 
Drew Fracher 
ss 
ss 
ss 
ss 
ss 
OCTOBER 1999 
October 11 
Michael G. Chin 
Mac Brydon 
Pace Unlverslty/Fights4 
Nicole Callender 
Al Foote Ill 
Nicole Godino 
Denise Alcssandria liurd 
Dawn E. Reed 
Ray Anthony Rodriguez 
l<ate Schafer 
Mark lames Schryver 
Sandy Van Bremen 
Dale A. Gl.rard 
SiS 
SiS 
SIS 
SIS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SIS 
SiS 
SIS 
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Axeing a question. Russel Rinker (left) chases John 
Williams in Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire 1s 
Human Chess l\ilatch. Fights by Greg Ramsey, 
photo by Craig Miller. 
October 15 Pennsylvania Rennaisance Faire 
Greg Ramsey David Boushey 
Maren Montalbano RD UA SiS 
Juliana Ryan RD UA SiS 
Mitchell L Ernst RD UA SiS 
Tina Marie Millen RD UA SIS 
Brandon Mitchell RD UA SIS 
Kara Tyler RD UA SiS 
Katherine Clark RD UA SiS 
Eric Aschenbrenner RD UA SiS 
Luis Juliao RD UA SiS KN-EAE 
T.J. Miller RD UA SiS KN-EAE 
Karl Crose SS KN-EAE 
Laurie Miller SS KN-EAE 
David Godbey SS KN-EAE 
Russell Rinken SS KN-EAE 
Meghan Sullivan RD UA SiS 
Shannon Herbert RD UA SiS 
Daniel Wentzel RD UA SiS 
Steve Edenbo RD UA SiS (AEA) 
Todd Loughry SS KN-EAE 
Edward Wheeler SS KN-EAE 
Thomas Laitinen RD UA Renewal 
E.J. Younes RD UA Renewal 
John Williams RD UA Renewal 
Robert Earhardt RD UA Renewal 
DECEMBER 1999 
December 4 
Michael Johnson 
Diane Cooper 
Renewal 
J. Allen Suddeth 
RDUA 
RD UA 
QS 
QS 
Stefan W. Sittig 
Adam Konowe 
Kevin Robertson 
December 5 
Mark Guinn 
Chris Foster 
Scott Burrell 
Laura West 
Jena Westbrook 
Hector Guivas 
Steven Cooper 
Tony Chambers 
Northwestern State University 
David Woolley 
RD UA QS BS SiS 
RD UA QS BS SiS 
RD UA QS 
RD UAQS 
RD UA QS 
RD UAQS 
Alaine' Claire GauthrPaux 
Guy Davis 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UAQS 
Guy Miller 
Annie Fackler 
Jereme Rhodes 
Alex Peevy 
Donnan Brian 
Jordan Paul 
RD UA QS. 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS-EAE 
RD UA QS 
josh Powell 
Amy Magouirk 
Devon Riley 
December 11 
James N. Brown 
Josh Stadelmyer 
Jon Townson 
Jon Forsythe 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
University of Florida 
Richard Raether 
RD UA QS Renewal, BS 
RD UA BS 
Michele Goodson-Burnett 
Scott Backer 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
UAQS 
QS Dave Cooper 
December 15 
Paul Dennhardt 
Trent Mander 
Cathy Kaufmann 
Ross Dippel 
Jess Schumacher 
Michael McGuire 
Matt Schuller 
Christina Yim 
Allen Ebert 
University of Wisconsin 
Richard Raether 
RD 
RD 
RD 
RD 
RD 
RD 
RD-EAE 
RD-EAE 
December 20 Barter Theatre, Abingdon VA 
John V. Bellomo Joseph Martinez 
Will Bigham RD UA BS-EAE 
Douglas Presley RD UA BS-EAE 
Catheri11e Gray UA BS 
Scott Hamilton Westerman UA 
Mike Ostroski RD UA BS 
Chad Singleton RD UA BS 
Will Hines RD UA BS 
John Hedges RD UA BS 
December 23 
Gregory Hoffman 
Bruce Cole 
Markus i>orter 
Shane T. Stokes 
Michael Polak 
JANUARY 2000 
ACT video 
Dale Anthony Girard 
SS S&S 
S&S 
S&S 
SS S&S 
January 8 Marymount College London video 
Richard Ryan Drew Fracher 
Elizabeth Griffith UA SiS 
Paul Schaefer US SiS 
Seth Daniel Rabinowitz SiS 
Robert M. Rokicki SiS 
Nurieh Davis UA 
Joanna Nadler UA 
January 20 
David Wooley 
Vladmlr Grode 
Joy Ronstadt 
Columbia College, Chicago, IL 
Richard Raether 
QS SS S&:S 
QS SS S&S 
RD UA BS BS Lydia Atkinson 
Allison Dornheggen 
Rick Molinari 
RD UA BS BS 
UA BS 
David Yondorf 
Duane Freeman 
Daniel Telfer 
Emily Hunt 
Rebecca Welles 
Lynn Buzlnski 
April Olmstead 
Sarah Losey 
Kevin Murphy 
Aaron Munoz 
Chris Walsh 
FEBRUARY 2000 
UA BS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS SS 
KN-EAE 
KN-EAE 
RD UA BS SS-AEA All 
RD UA BS SS-EAE All 
February 1 The Winter Wonderland Workshop 
John MacFarland, Chuck Coyl Dale A. Girard 
Paul Molnar RD UA Renewal 
Adam Burke RD UA Renewal 
Kirby Wahl RD UA Renewal 
Jacki Blakeney RD UA Renewal 
Larry Woodhouse RD UA Renewal 
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February 20 
Chuck Coyl 
Dustin L. Derry 
Anne Foldeak 
Ehren M. Fournier 
Geoff Kent 
Lorelei G. Kutcher 
Mike Powers 
Dori Preston 
Jacob S. Reich 
Mark Spottswood 
Jack Vaccaro 
Robert Westley 
Ann White 
Angela Williams 
Donna Cennamano 
APRIL 2000 
Actor's Gym, Chicago Ill 
Dale A. Girard 
RD UA QS KN 
SiS 
RD UA-EAE QS l<N 
SIS 
RD UA QS KN 
QS KN UA 
SiS l<N-EAE 
RD UA-EAE QS KN 
UA-EAE QS KN 
UA QS l<N 
SiS KN 
UA QS l<N 
UA QS l<N 
UA-EAE QS KN 
April 1 National Conservatory of Dramatic Arts 
Michael Johnson Dale Anthony Girard 
Melissa Wesley KN 
Maria Gozdawa KN 
Elizabeth Burke KN 
Robert Straley KN 
Al Myska KN 
Kevin L. Robinson KN-EAE 
R. Charles Martin KN-EAE 
Sarah Melinda Eron KN 
Neil M. Thomson KN 
Patrick J. Cadigan KN 
Phet Mahathongdy KN 
April 8 
Richard Ryan 
Bret Yount 
Marymount College, London 
Philip d'Orleans 
Chris Main 
Seth Daniel Rabinowitz 
Matthew Artson 
Maggie Poi5t 
Alessia Wale 
Chad Kodiak 
Jessica Bassman 
Angela Barzizza 
Eric Thorne 
Laura Ruchala 
. Monalisa Arias 
Maclain Looper 
Edward Schnecker 
Anne Griffin 
Lindsay McGralh 
Nicole Stewart 
Ayse Draz 
Ryan Powell 
Peter Maris 
Tiffany Helland 
Kathleen Hinders 
Katherine Schickert 
Briana Zakszeski 
April 15 
Erik Fredricksen 
Dominick Veldman 
Quinn Strassel 
Tony Von Halle 
Aaron Ziegler 
Deborah Edwards 
Cortney Wright 
Aaron Sherry 
Dara Seitzrnan 
Jennifer Lima 
Dan Hall 
Markitiwa Jackson 
Craig McEldowney 
James Fraunfelter 
Drew Fracher 
SiS KN 
SiS KN 
UA SiS 
RD UA SS 
UA 
RD SS 
UA 
R&S UA SS 
RD UA 
RD UA 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
UA SiS 
UA 
UA SiS 
UA SiS 
Sis 
UA 
UA S1S 
UA SiS 
UA SiS 
UA 
UA 
UA SiS 
University of Michigan 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA BS QS-EAE 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UAQS 
RD UA QS 
RD UAQS 
R&S UA BS QS-EAE 
RD UA BS QS 
RD UA QS-EAE 
RD UA QS-EAE 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
BS 
r 
April 26 Actor's Gymnasium at the LookingGlass 
Chuck Coyl David Woolley 
Jeannette Beauregard UA 
Angela Bonacasa RD 
Kathleen Cecchin UA 
Jason C. Cichocki UA 
Juliet Schaefer UA 
Mark Spottswood RD 
Symmonie Steger RD 
John Tovar UA 
Mara Wolverton UA 
April 28 
Chuck Coyl 
Parvesli Cheena 
Gina Coconato 
Page Deulin 
Erin Downs 
Christy Rucker 
Melissa Tejada 
Dustin Ayres 
Shawn Cook 
Valerie Dorizas 
Joe Falocco 
Jeff Shannon 
Roosevelt University 
David Woolley 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
RD UA KN 
RD l<N 
RD 
RD 
RD 
April 29 The Hartt School/University of Hartford 
Dale Anthony Girard David Woolley 
Justin Mccaffrey RD UA KN 
Jack McIntyre RD BS KN 
Robert Martin RD BA KN SiS 
Max Williams RD UA KN-EAE 
Seth McClellan RD BS KN 
Melissa Roth RD KN-EAE 
Marin Ireland RD BS KN-EAE 
Hannah Mello KN 
Dawnielle Thornburgh 
Michael O'Karma 
Brittany Morgan 
Keir O'Donnell 
Wil Fisher 
Robert McCiffrey 
Patrick Ludt 
Andy McDonald 
Ilona Farkas 
Ben McGroarty 
Kate Dillingham 
Melanie Hawkins 
Orin Wolf 
Susan Wilson 
Steve French 
Jesse Sullivan 
Josh Kjolhede 
Lou Pinto, Jr. 
MAY 2000 
KN 
KN 
KN 
KN-EAE 
KN 
UA KN-EAEAII 
UA KN 
UA KN 
LJA-EAE 
UA 
UA-EAE 
UA-EAE 
UA-EAE 
KN-EAE 
KN-EAE 
KN-EAE 
KN 
KN 
May 1 The Lee Strasberg Institute/ N.Y.U. 
J. Allen Suddeth Dale Girard 
Robert Stines UA-EAE 
Stacy LeVine UA-EAE 
Dwight Huntsman UA-EAE 
Nicholas Paglino UA-EAE 
Samantha Hemstrom UA 
Josrph Brooke UA 
Christofer Frey UA 
Craig Lenti UA 
Maryann Feierstein UA 
Sidney Austin UA 
Matthew Rini UA 
Jun Sam Kim UA 
Marianne Brenner UA 
Danielle Kehoe UA 
Katy Hathaway UA 
Adam Reich UA 
Eunkyung Lee UA 
May 3 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Robin McFarquhar David Woolley 
Anjali Thawani UA SS 
Dennis Schnell RD SS 
Jseeica Schulte RD SS 
Elizabeth Robertson UA 
Linnea George UA 
Gabriel Cohen UA 
Heather Bray RD UA SS 
Jeremy Harrison UA 
Marc Lessman UA 
May 5 
Bruce Lecure 
Lindsey Brooks 
Jackie Schmillen 
Brad Bauner 
Nicole DeCario 
Courtney Berman 
Adia Marangou 
Brooke Evans Beesley 
Gama! Palmer 
May6 
John McFarland 
Jessica Burke 
John Allen McLeod 
Jonathan L. Osborne 
Manny Sieving 
Terri Truitt 
University of Miami, FL 
David Leong 
RD UA 
RD UA-EAE BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
RD UA 
RD 
University of Alabama 
Richard Raether 
· RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
UA 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
Rhonda Faulkner-Wooley 
Suzy King 
UA 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
Steven Perry 
John E. Reilly 
Glenn Sauder 
Traci Scott 
Lisa Paulsen 
Robert Radkoff-Ek 
Jennifer Nelson 
May? 
Gregory Hoffman 
Kimberly Basso 
Tucker Sanoma 
Karl Ramsey 
Naomi Peters 
Kerry Sullivan 
Jamie Rosenblatt 
Scott Asti 
Kenneth Lee 
Bruce Cole 
Mays 
Charles Conwell 
Brett Donohue-Barret 
Gretchen Jameson 
Nicholas Leinbach 
Cavan Meese 
Jacob Novak 
Akil Pierre 
Christopher Roberts 
Edward Snyder 
Erin Weaver 
Stacy Wylie 
Brendam Gavvel 
RD UA BS QS SS 
RD UA BS QS SS 
J.R. Beardsley 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
BS 
University of the Arts 
J. Allen Suddeth 
RD UA BS 
RDUA BS 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA KN 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS-EAE All 
RD UA BS-EAE All 
RD UA BS 
RD UA Renewal 
BS QS SS KN-EAE All 
Rosemarie Petrecz RD UA BS QS l<N Renewal 
Ahren Potratz KD UA Renewal 
BS QS SS KN-EAE All 
Benjamin Powell RD UA 13S QS S&S Renewal 
Summer Sattora RD UA BS QS KN Renewal 
Kristen Schier RD UA BS QS SS KN Renewal 
Geoffrey Kershner RD UA Renewal 
Joseph Pisapia 
BS QS SS S&S KN-EAE All 
RD UA Renewal 
BS QS SS S&S KN-EAE All 
May 13 Fights4/New York University 
Ricki G. Ravitts, J. David Brimmer J. Allen Suddeth 
Melissa Besaw UA BS 
Robyn M. Stewart UA BS 
Emely Anne Burns UA BS 
John Dorr-BremmE UA BS 
Samuel C. Tresler RD BS 
Reed Michio l<otake RD UA BS 
Sara Mayer RD UA BS 
Kevin P. Held RD UA BS 
Robb Hunter RD UA BS-EAE All 
Christopher Beaulieu RD UA BS-EAE All 
Marius Hanford,. IV . RD UA BS 
David C. Robinson RD UA BS 
Dawn E. Reed RD UA BS Renewal 
David A. Cooper RD UA BS Renewal 
Laurie Miller BS-EAE 
Edward J. Wheeler BS-EAE 
Sandy Van Bremen RD UA BS Renewal 
Carrie Brewer Ro· tJA BS 
00/05/17 
Geoffrey Alm 
Shad Willingham 
Maile Holck 
Len Childers 
Erwin Thomas 
Hilda Guttormsen 
Michael Smith 
Jillian Boyd 
Calli Sarkesh 
Joanne Brooks 
Shontina Vernon 
Carin Towne 
Bryce Cahn 
Gregory Singleton 
May 20 
Mark D. Guinn 
Steve Atkinson 
Betsy Boyce 
)ency Griff in 
Jessica Hester 
Marcus Lane 
Todd Liles 
Jennifer Moreland 
Annie Huttall 
Waller Tillman 
Sara Ward 
Leslie Weaver 
Ashlie Wright 
University of Washington 
David Boushey 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA-EAE BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS-EAE All 
RD UA BS-EAE All 
Louisiana Tech University 
Dale Anthony Girard 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
UA 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
fighting for air, Michael j. DiPrizio (left) struggles 
with Joel Stigllano in Maag Outdoor Arts Theater's 
The Illusion. Fights by Michael J. DiPrizio1 photo by 
Anthony Codespote. 
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Fight Director Representative 
RICKI G. RAVlTTS 
2350 Bron<lwav, #924 
New Yorl., NY 10024 
(212) 874-7408 
SAl•U Hotline (800) 659-6579 
rravitts@c1rlsonparrners.com 
Certified Teacher Re1>resentative 
JOUN llELLOMO 
1217 Porter Street 
Philadelphia, P1\ 1 n 48 
(215) 334-1814 
Pager: (888) 979-69J7 
Bellnmolnnd@sprinrmail.com 
Actor Combatant/ 
Friend R_eprcsentative 
GEOFFREY KENT 
3047 Weol 47th Avenue 
Unit #512 
Denver, CO 8021 I 
H, /303) 455..6883 
Cell: (303) 877-2670 
kentge@msn.com 
Womer Brothers Robin Nood Stunt 
Sho'.V features J. David Brimmer 
(Sheriff) chasing Jito Enriquez (Robin 
Hord). Fiqhts hy J. David Brimmer, 
photo provided by B1immer. 
REGIONAL 
REPRESENTATIVES 
ALABAMA: See GEORGIA 
ALASIG4: 
DOMINIQUE GOLDBAR 
1048 Wright Avenue 
Anchornge, AK 99'508 
907-561-4211 
raJ)i~rndar,ger(0ya11cio,cnn1 
ARIZONA 
BRENT GIBBS 
73R E. ]\label 
Tncson, AZ 8571 ~-9402 
H: (5201 622-2143 
W: (520) 621-940./. 
BrcntG@U.Arizonrr.ed11 
ARKANSAS, See OKLAHOMA 
CALIFORNIA, N"rthern/ 
HAWAII 
GREGORY HOFFMAN 
77,, Mays Blv<l #!U-161 
Incline Village, NV 89451 
H: 1415) 705-7150 
Cell: (209) 601-7729 
and CALIFORNIA, Northern 
RICHARD IANE 
The Academy of the Sword 
58;' Lisbun S,reet 
San Francisco, CA 94112 
(415) 957-3(,22 
RJLanc@Oash,11et 
CALIFORNIA, S,neth81>n 
PAYSON BURT 
I ,os Angeles Fight Academy 
4335 V,m Nuvs Blvd. {!195pmb 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
H: (818) 997-3356 
C.ell: {818) 694-5550 
PH Bnn@aol.co.m 
COLORADO/KANSAS 
GEOFFREY KENT 
30•i7 West 47th AYcnuc 
lJnit #512 
Denver, CO 80211 
H: {303) 455-6883 
Cell: (303) 87 7-2670 
kentgeQ.rnsu,com 
CONNiiCTJCUT; See NYC 
DELA \l'JIR.l; See MAliYLAND 
FLORIDA, Northern 
JAMES N. BROWN 
ISUO NW lG,hAvcnuc, Ap,. 208 
Gainesville, FL 32605 
H: (35c) 379-0?;'8 
W: (352) 392-2038 
F.ix: (352) 3'.!2-5114 
jbrown@ncrsp.ncrdc.ufl.edu 
FWRIDA, Southern 
JOHN CASHMAN 
125 James Avenue 
Oilan,lo, FL 32801 
(407) 423,5193 
c:1d1ma11@gdi.net 
GEORGIA!ALAlJAM1I 
SCOT MANN 
A,lantoStagc Combat Studio 
2459D Meadow Ridge Lane 
Montgnmetv, AI 36117 
(334) 244-0604 
scMm:rnn@,'1tngecomb~t.com 
www.stagecombaL.com 
HAWillli See CALIFORNIA, Nmth 
IDAHO, S.e WYOMING 
ILLINOIS /IOWA! MISSOURI/ 
lf/ISCONSIN 
NICKSANDYS 
2114 \X'cst 1\lors-c Avet1l1e 
Chicago, IL 60645 
rl: (773) 274-0581 
Voice: (773) 398-3034 
N pullill@wpo.it.lllc,edu 
INDIANA/MICHIGAN 
ANDREW M. HAYES 
lndian.1 We;,;lc:ya11 Uni\·c:rsity 
420 I South Washington 
tlariou, IN 16953 
H: (765) 677-2728 
W: (765) 6~7-2794 
ahayes@indwes.edu 
IOWA: See ILLINOIS 
KANSAS: See COLORADO 
KENTUCKY: See OHTO 
LOUISIANA/MISSISSIPPI 
:MARI( "Rat" GUINN 
Louisbna Tech. 1 !nive,-.;icy 
P.O. BOX 8608 TS 
R11ston, LA 71272-0034 
H: (318) 255-68.!.3 
\Vl: (318) 257-2930 
l!ax: (:118) 257-4571 
Mdguinn@linknrt.net 
Mdguinn@latech.edu 
MAINBINEW HAMPSHIRE/ 
RHODE ISLAND!VHRMONT 
RICHARD HEDD£RMAN 
PO. Rox378 
York Harbor, ME 039 l I 
/207) 163-05 95 
rhed<lerman@mos.org 
MARYLANDIDElAWi'IRE 
LEWTSSHAW 
Vu !can's Forge 
3'10 \Vest 23nl S,reet 
Baltimore, MD 21211 
W: (410) 235-01105 
LonnieSC@aol.com 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ROBERT WALSH 
60 'folman Street 
\Vest Newton, M,\ 021iG5-1020 
H: (617) 244-9656 
T'.,x: (617) 214-7-187 
RWalsh@binah.cc,brandcis,edu 
MICHIGAN, See INDIANA 
MINNESOTA/NORTH 
DAI(OTAJ SOUTH DAKOTA 
MICHAEL J. ANDERSON 
Lngarde! Ll11limi1~d 
2101 NE KenncdySu·eet, Suite 101 
;, 1int1< .tpoli,, MN 551, 13-2639 
H,\V, Cell: (612) 75909711 
Fax: (c;12) .131-5746 
roadkill@bitstreani.net 
WW½',.>WOtdilght.com 
MJSSJSSll'Pb See LOUIS/AN,,[ 
,lIISSOUJII: Sec ILLINOIS 
MONTAN,1: Sec WYOMING 
NEBRASKA 
HARRIS SMITH 
1715 Pawnee st 
Lincoln, NE 68506 
JI: (sj02) 327•9GJI 
W: (402) 472-1612 
HSmith2@unl.edu 
The Fight Master----+-- Spring/Summer 2000 
NEVADA ... 
LINDA l,TCCOLLUM 
4505 Maryla,i<l Po&way 
T.as Vqias, NV 89154-50/i·'i 
(702) 895-:l6G2 
l\lcCc,l!um(ii)ccn1ail.11cvada.cdu 
NEW HAMPSHIRE, Ste MAINE 
NEW JERSEY 
RICK SORDELET 
46 forest Street 
Montclair, NJ 07042 
H: (973) 509-0569 
!'ager; (888J 978·2251 
Sordaplay@aol.com 
Nl!:WMJJXJCO 
TIM D, PINNOW 
Theatre Department 
New 1\1exiu) State lJniversiLy 
Las Cruces, NM 88003 
f-l: (5115) 6 i7-2C,67 
W: (505) 646-4517 
·1'PiJ1now<?NMSU,cd11 
NEWT YORI( CITY I 
CONNECTICUT 
J. DAVID BRIMMER 
434 7th Street, Apartment 3 
Rrooklyn, NY 112Vi 
H: (718) 788-5381 
Pager: (917) 928-3028 
and 
RICKI G, RAVITTS 
2350 Broadway, #924 
New York, NY 10021 
1212) 874-7408 
::iAFD Hotline (800) 659,6579 
rravlm;@carlsonpartners.corn 
NEW YORK S1'ATE 
STLVE VAUGHAN 
3400 Broadway 
Alex:111der, NY 140ll 5 
(716) 591-3673 
NORTH CAROUNA 
JEPP A.R. JONES 
S1age Combat Ac.tdemy ofNortll"Carolin.."l 
291 ~ Isabella Drive 
Raleigh, N(: 27603 
H: (919) 835-3557 
JARJones@aol.com 
N. DAK0£41 See MlNNJi.SOlii 
OHJOIKENTUCKl' 
kJENNY JONES 
Bard Alley Studio 
EO. Box 141407 
Cincinnati, Ol! 45250-1'107 
(513) 325-2924 
jonckj@ucmaiLuc.eJu 
OKLAHOMAIARI0INSAS 
PAULSTEGAR 
Bard Alley Studio 
421 NMth Moisicr Street 
No1man, OK ~30(/) 
bucyl999@aol.com 
OREGON 
CHRIS DUVAL 
Acting Company 
Orcg,()n Shakespeare Festival 
PO. Box 158 
Ashland. Oregon 79520 
H: \541) 552-0164 
W: (~41) 482,21 I 1 
chtisduval@eauhlink.neL 
PENNSlLVANIA, i:,nstern 
JOHN BELLOMO 
1217 Poner Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19148 
(215) 331-181'1 
Pager: (888) 979-G937 
BellumoLmd~tsprintmail.com 
PENNSYLVANIA, Western 
GREG RAMSEY 
210 Riders Way 
Lebanon, PA 170lt2 
H: (717) 272-7265 
W: /"' 17) (,65-"021 ext. 139 
Sabre@desupernet.net 
RHODE ISLAND, See MAINE 
SOUTH CAROLINA! 
TENNESSEE 
JACK YOUNG 
Warehouse Theatre 
37 Augusta Street 
Greenville, ~C 2960 I 
H, (864) 235-8845 
W: (864) 232-81 o 1 
Fax: (861) 235-6729 
jyoung@warehousetheatre.com 
S. DAKOTA: See MINNESOTA 
TENNESSEE: See S. CAROLINA 
TEXAS 
BRIAN BYRNES 
School of'fheatrc 
U11i\'ersirv of Houston 
1-Iouston:Tx 77204-5071 
H: Cl3) 528.:l413 
W:(713) 743-2915 
BRvrnes"1,U1 I .du 
UTAH 
D,C.WRTGHT 
379 Little Rock Lnne 
Provo, UT 84604 
(801) 42(,-9135 
(801) 225-7700 
dcwtaiwonn@ool.cn m 
VERMONT: See MAINE 
VIRGINIA/Wt~TVJRGINIA 
Sl'ENCER HUMM 
5765-l:' Rurke Centre P,rkway 
Private Mailbox # 125 
Burke, VA 22015 
(70J) 626-857 2 
spencer@h"ckan<lslash.com 
www.haclrnnd.slash.com 
V01SHINGTON STATE 
GEOFFREY ALM 
6418 NE 181th Sucet 
Kentuure, WA 98028 
H: (425) 483 1351 
Fax: (125) 483-2857 
gb,\ld@j11no.com 
WASHING'/ON DC 
MICHAELJOHNSON 
142B 12th S,l'ee1 SE 
Washington, DC 20003 
H: (20)) 54'3-2571 
Pax: (202) 543-8393 
fo1111da1 t@hoimail.com 
W. VIRGINIA, Sec VJRGINT.1 
WISCONSIN: Ser ILLINOIS 
WYOMTNGIMONTAl'lAI 
IDAHO 
LRlGH SEl'.l'ING 
510 Sou,h 12,h 
Lammie. WY 82070 
H, {30/J 742-26~~ 
W: (307\ 766-3287 
SdLing(;fuwyo.edu 
EUROPEAN RE1'RESEN1JJ.11VE 
IUCHARD RYAN 
l O Craubook Park 
Wood Green, London 
N22 5C'IAFt1i;la11J 
08l-88H53b 
RRyanlSC'v/C.Yaol,con1 
r 
COLLEGE OF 
FIGHT MASTERS 
J.R. BEARDSLEY 
4790 Caughlin Pa1kway, Apt. 363 
Reno, NV 89509 
(775) 717-2931 
Imlj1maoJ.com 
DAVID ROUSHEY 
2723 San1LUga Lat1e 
EveJdt1 ~ 1,\ 9~7.03 
025) 290,9973 
nUSTIM1\N@p1odip net 
DREW FRACHER 
104 Bon-Jat1 Lane 
Highl.md Heights, KY 41076 
(606) 441-9133 
vern l Oth@wod,lnet,,llL,ner 
ERTK FREDRICKSEN 
14 25 Textile Road 
Ann Arbor. Ml li8108 
H: (313) 944-0116 
W: !313) 747-2196 
Hannis@UMlCH.edu 
DALE ANTHONY GIRARD 
55 /\, undcl Avrnue 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
H: (8(,0) 521-31 r,3 
W: \860) 463-6929 
Pax: (8601 J]3.n3t6 
SAFDprez@nol.oom 
DAVID LEONG 
1.06 Nortli StrmYherrY Strrcr 
Richmond, VA 23220 
H: fR04) 254-2n71 
W: \804) 828-1514 
ser,,,e: (212) 382,3535 
dsleong@satum.vc.u.edu 
J.D. MARTINEZ 
11Thr Ced11·l gc:o Tmnpil-::c Ro.irl 
Lexington,VA 24450 
H: (,40) 463-r56 
W: \540) 463-8U05 
maninezj~@wl11.edu 
RICHARD RAETHER 
1834 Camp Avenue 
Rockford, 1L (;1\03 
(81:>J %2-657~ 
MERaethcr@aol.com 
J. ALLEN SUDDETH 
131 Linden Aveuue 
Glem[dge. NJ n7028 
(973) 748-5697 
Fax: (973) 7 48- '697 
NYfGTlJlRC1'R@aol.com 
DAVID WOOLLEY 
2025 W. Shakespeare #2 
Chk;go, lL 60647 
H: /773) 489-6484 
W: (Jl2) J44-u123 
smf'n@lnteracce'\s.com; 
dwuolley{,,Jfpopmail,culum.~<lu 
VfW'.v,thee:\~:01d1;men.mm 
FIGHT DIRECTORS 
GEOFFREY ALM 
6413 NE !84tl1 StrecL 
Kenmore, WA 9802R 
H: \~25) •183- US l 
fax: (425) 483-2857 
gbalJ@juno.com 
J. DAVID BRIMMER 
431 7th Strccti #3 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 
H: (718) 788-5381 
W: (~17) nB-3028 
PAYSON BURT 
Los Angeles Fight Academy 
4355 Van Nuys J3lvcl. Ul95pmb 
:ihcrman Oaks, CA 91403 
H: lill8) 997,JJ56 
Cell: (818) 694-5550 
P H ilun@aoL<...vm 
BIUAN BYRNES 
School of1'heatre, Univ, of I luustott 
Houston, TX 7720ci-5071 
11: (713) 528-3413 
W: 1713) 743.;:915 
BByrnes@UH:.edu 
DAN CARTER 
60J Easl lrvh1 J\ve11uc 
State College, PA 16801-6606 
H: (814) 867 1803 
W: (814) 865-7586 
dlk4•@ewail.l'SU,e<lu 
JAMIE CHEATHAM 
1024 West franklin Street 
RichtnonJ, V,\ 23~20 
(804) 355-9578 
Ci.1Chc.1.tm@.i.ul.com 
MICHAEL CHIN 
260 W. 22nd Street. Apt. 3 
New Yod,, NY 10011 
(212) 807-1004 
Pax: (212) 80/·955/ 
Nsrwbm,;@aol.com 
CHARLES CONWELL 
l()g Syc.imore Lane 
Phoenixville, PA 19460 
H: (610/ 827-/'10/ 
W: (215) 875-223n 
CHUCKCOn 
6321 N. Lakewood 
Chicago. IL G0660 
(T/3) 764-3825 
ch1,ckcovl@prn<ligr,net 
PAUL DENNHARDT 
1513 Waunona Way 
M:ulison, WI 
H: (608) 226-9540 
W: (6081 263 1716 
Fax: (60~) 263-2463 
chcfprd@aol.c(1m 
pde11 n hardt@)fucstaft:wisc.edu 
DEXTER FIDLER 
63 5 Jucbh St1 ,Tt 
San Francisco, CA 94122 
(415) 561-6010 
Fidhaucr@aol.com 
BRENTGlBRS 
738 E. ~fabel 
Tucson, AZ 85719-9402 
!-I: (52(1) 622 2143 
W: (520) 621.9102 
B1 l'ntG(t;:lJ,Ar i1,on,1.cdu 
GREGORY HOFF1,fAN 
774 Mays Blvd #10-161 
Incline \'illag,, N\' R94° 1 
(115) 703-7150 
Ci II: (209) 601-7729 
MTCI TAEL JOHNSON 
142B 12th Street SE 
\X:,1~hing1on, I )C ::'ll00~) 
l l: (202) 543-2571 
Fn:c: (2r,:,) 54:l 839.l 
foundan@l1otmail.com 
JEFF A.R. JONES 
2()17 h,1bella Driw 
Raleigh, NC 2'/603 
(919) 8.35-3557 
JARJones@,tol.cotn 
kJENNYJONES 
B,ml Alley Studio 
P.O. !lox 111407 
Cindt1J1.1d1 Ol l 45250-1107 
(513) 325-2924 
jonckj<!_: 11cm~1il.uc,,:,!u 
COLLEEN KELLY 
Alaban1a. Shakespeare festival 
1 fcstiY,d Drhc 
Momgomcry, AL 36117 
H: (33·1) 395 6991 
W: (334) 271-5311 
collccnkdly@-·mind::ipring.com 
RICHARD LANE 
The J\caclcmy of the Sword 
:"i87 Ltsli$>n Street 
San Pratjtisoo, CA 91112 
(·\15) 957~%22 
R]Lane@O,sh,11ct 
ROBERT .MACDOUGALL 
P.O. fiox 23078 
Seattle, WA 98102 
/206) 522-2201 
Cfont·d.m::icd@~ol.com 
SCOT MANN 
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio 
24590 Meadow Ridge Lane 
Montr,omerv, AL 36 l 17 
(334) 244-0o04 
~rntm::inn@srngecombat,com 
\\ vvw.srngecombai.com 
JOHN McFARLAND 
1146 South Ridgeland Avenue 
Oak I\,rk, IL 60J04 
(708) 660-0636 
j111acln11d@a1)l.cmn 
DR. ROBIN McFARQUI-IAR 
810 Nonh Colar,# l 
l 1rban.1, IL 61801 
H: (217) 337-0099 
'SI: (217) 3:l.1-1659 
rmcforqu@luiuc.edu 
MARI(OLSEN 
G03 11 vin An·nue 
~tare College, PA 16801 
H: (814) 861-5515 
W: (814) 863-4703 
JYieo2@)psu.edu 
TIM D. PINNOW 
'fl1eath! Department 
New ]Vfexico State Universitv 
Las CtUces, .NM USO OJ ' 
H: (505) 647-2667 
W: (5U5) 6•iG45 l'f 
TPinnow@Nl\-1S1 J,edu 
RONPIRETTI 
1 '5 Le1uy St1eec1 .;! ! 2 
New York, NY 10014 
1212) i,/5-<i(,88 
RICKI G. RAVITTS 
2350 Broadway, #92/t 
:-Jew Yo1l, "\JY l 11024 
(212) 8747408 . 
SAFD l lodi11i: (800) 650.6579 
rmvitts@carlsonpartners,com 
RICHARD RYAN 
10 Cronboolr Patl, 
Wood Green, Lond0rt· 
1':22 5NA J'i,gland 
U8l-881-l5:l6 
RRyan1SC\'l'l@aol.com 
NICHOLAS SANDYS 
2114 West lv1or,:.,cAvenue 
Chica!')), lL 60645 
lJl3) [!4,U58l 
ROBERT "Tink" TUFTEE 
35 3 Second Street, #3L 
llrooklyn, NY 11215 
(718) 788,4957 
\i:rvicc: (2lJ.) 86')-30<,J 
rtuftce@ix.netcom,com 
STEVEN VAUGHAN 
Yi 00 Broadway 
Alexander, NY 14005 
/716) 591-%73 
CHRISTOPHER VILLA 
13372 Diamond Hea<l Ddve 
Justin. CA 92780 
H: (714)730.7?.41 
W: (714) 8%-6614 
JACK YOUNG 
Warehome Theauc 
37 Angusrn Streer 
G,~enville, SC 2~GO 1 
H: (864) 235-8845 
W: (8u1) 2J2-8llll 
Fax: (864) 23 5-6729 
jyoung@wui.:houscthe.i.lre.cum 
CEimFIBD TEACHERS 
AARON ANDERSON 
940 llrau Drive /li05 · 
Des Plains, IL 6UOl6 
(847) 439-139 l 
aaro11a@nwL1.edu 
MICHAELJ,ANDERSON 
Engarde! Ut11imited 
2101 NE KcnneJr Stt<ct, Suicc 101 
Miuneopolls, MN 55413-2639 
1-I,\X', Cell: (61~) 759 9711 
F.uc (612) 331-5746 
road kill@lJi tsm. ,1 m.nL l 
www.swordflght.com 
JOHNBELWMO 
121';' Potter Strvd 
Philadelphia, PA 19148 
(215) 334 181(, 
Pacer: (888) 979•6937 
Belln111ola nd@s1:ri ntt 11,1 ii.er, 1n 
ERICA BILUER 
One Fifth Avenue, #7Il 
New Y°"k, NY 10003 
(212) 504 5470 
Fax: (212) 254-4955 
eric~ hilder@co11t JlUSe I w:,co 111 
JAMES BROWN 
1500 NW 16th Avenue, Apt. 208 
Gainesville, FL 32605 
H: (~52) .l79-0778 
W: (352) 392-2039 
Fax: (~52) J92-5114 
jbrown@nersp.nerdc.ufl.edu 
JOHN CASHMAN 
125 J,tmes Avenue 
Orlando, FL 02801 
(40;) 123 5193 
cashm~u1@gcli.net 
BRUCE CROMER 
l0l King Street 
Yellow Sprh1gs, OH 45387 
(93;) '16, 851(1 
bcrnmer@wright,edL~ 
DAVID "Pops" DOERSCH 
109 Ti:nd, ill Cc,urt 
Williamsburg, VA 23188 
(7571 220 5033 
ddoersch@h1fn.net 
'fl'l'O ENR1QUhZ 
91,28 89th Street 
Woodhaven, NY 11421 
(71~) 441 1743 
Service: (8tJO) 8ol ,2u~4 
tnacm@aol.com 
STEPHEN GRAY 
1206 Wc,r Webster A\'enuc 
Chirngo, IL 60614 
(77'3) 40'l·l97Z 
MARK ''Ra1" GUINN 
P.O. Box 8608 TS 
llUSLOll) L-\ 71 ,?2-0034 
II: (318) 255-6823 
W: (J 18) 257·:'.~lO 
Fax: (318) 257-4571 
mdi;uinn()]ink11rt.nel 
MICHAEL T. HOOD 
Dean, College ~f Fine Ans 
lndi,1oa llniver:,;iLy of Pcnn,ylvani.t 
110 Sprowls 
lndi.,na, r,1 l'.' 7 05 
!-I: (724) 463-9192 
W: (724) 357-9192 
afmjh@ucad2.alaska.cd11 
DR. MICHAEL KIRKLAND 
2030 Woodlaw1' Street, #8 
Allentown, PA 18[04 
H: (Gl0) 139-50?.3 
\'l'l: 1610) 683-4571 
mhill.~326@Jaol.con:i (H). . 
kirklandt@kutzLOwn.eJu (W) 
MICHELLE LADD 
12016 'Jempcrancc Sti-ect 
Huntsville, AL 3 58UJ 
(256) 883-6312 
HR! lmlaJ,l@awl.co1u 
BRUCE LI,CURE 
9830 SW 222 Terrace 
Mi.,mi, Fl. 3:l 190 
IT: (305) 231-7897 
W (305) 284 1174 
fox: (305) 284-5702 
BLecure0'rlol.c(1tn 
BILL LENGFELDER 
87 .,:4 Ch.iring Cros:. Lane 
Dallas, 'I'X 75238 
(21 i) 3,10-6306 
lcngfcl<l@mail.smu.edu 
TODDLOWETII 
ll030Aqua VLl.1 Strw,Ap1. #10 
Srudio City, CA 91602-3190 
(SIS) 7C,04712 
DOUGLAS MUMAW 
Route! !lox 3bJ K 
Bro•dwav, VA 22815 
(70J) 8~0-1059 
GREG RAllfSEY 
210 Ri<lers Way 
Leli.mon, PA t 704:1 
H: (717)272-7265 
W: (717) G65-"D2l C'{t, 119 
Sabre@desl}pcrnet.tlet 
TINA RUBINSON 
Fight For It Imcrnational 
Holmbl•dsgade 58, 2tv 
23UO Copenhagen S. 
Dent11aek 
Ol-,i5-32-84-%-78;· i 
fight_for_i,@Ho1111ail.mm 
JOHN PAUL SCHID.DLHR 
720 We.st 81si .'trw #53 
New York, NY 10033 
H: (212) Q28-5328 
Service: (212) 462-9116 
jpdoe@e:i1·thl1nk.net 
LEWIS SHAW 
Vulcan's Forge 
330 West 23rd Street 
Bahimo1(', MD 21'.~1 l 
W: (410) 235-0905 
Lc111nieSC-:@aol.com 
EDWARD "Ted" SHARON 
126 Edg"1llerc Road #9 
West Roxbury. MA 02132 
(617) 32J-l5Uo 
EBS@bu,edu 
HARRIS SMITH 
llUTol!yClrde 
Ellensblll'g, WA 98926 
(509) 968-9026 
srnithh@cwu.cd.u 
RICK SORDELET 
46 Fore,;t StrePt 
Mun tdair, NJ 070-±l 
H: (973) 509,0569 
Pa;,ct: (888) 978-2251 
So1'Ch.1play@aol.com 
PAULSTEGAR 
Bmd Alley SttLtHo 
fl2.1 North Moisiei- Street 
Nn,ma11. OK ~300~ 
bucy l 999@aol.com 
TIMOl'HY TAIT 
31-24 47th Street #2" 
Astoria, NY l ll 03 
(~17) 202.6/35 
bo Lt led&p ider('.i' hotJ 11 ;1 it.co 1 n 
BRAD WATLER 
5616 Kirkham Court 
Sp1,11gfiild, v,1 221,1 
I-I: (703) 323-'/?,33 
W: (703) 86 l .1307 
GlobeFC.@aol.com 
ROBERT WALSH 
60 TOlman Street 
\'\<~cNc:\1/rnn) lv[A 02165 1020 
ii: (617) 211-9656 
W: /6171 494 :l07H 
Fax: (617) 244-2487 
R\\ :1lsh0hlna11 .cc,br,1ndei-,.,;du 
D.C. WRIGHT 
3'/9 Little Rocle Lane 
Provo, l'T 84(,04 
(Sul) 426-9U5 
(801) 225-//00 
dcwcah11·.11111€::'.1ol.com 
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Society of American Fight Directors 
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT 
The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the quality 
of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film and television industries. The 
SAFD offrrs educational opportunities across the country at universities, privately and at the annual National Stage 
Combat \Vorkshop expressly to disseminate this information. In ,tddition, the SA.FD tests individuals in three categories: 
Actor/Combatant • Teacher • Fight Director 
However, one need not take any sort of test to become a member of SA.l-lD. Anyone interested in the art of fight chore-
ography and stage fighting can join. SAFD members receive a 10% discount on SAFD workshops; J'he Fight Master, a 
journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter published six times yearly with new:; updates on SAFD 
activities, policies and members. 
"fo apply for membership in the SA.FD fill out the form below and scn<l to 
Julia RupkalYis, SAFD 'freasurcr 
4335 Van Nuys Blvd. #117 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
Dues are $35.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40.00) 
Yo~r enclosed check of $35.00 will cover dues for thl" current year. 
Please make checks payable to Society of American hght Directors 
r---------------------------------------------, 
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Membership Application 
Society of American Fight Directors 
Please Print 
Name ________________ _ 
.!fyo11 haue p,;ssed the SAFD Proficiency Skills Test, plcme j2l! 011t 
Address _______________ _ Date tested. ______________ _ 
Instructor _______________ _ 
Weapons _______________ _ 
Phone, ________________ _ Adjudicator ______________ _ 
L~~--~--~-~----------~---~-~------------~-~---~ 
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